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been accused of unlawful assemblage
and threats to destroy property.
Immediately after the grand jury's
report had been, handed In, court adjourned until Saturday, Judge O'Brien
returning to L'Anse to continue the
strike cases being tried In Baraga
county. 'The grand jury again took
up Its work.
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IMMENSE DAM IS BUSINESS
BROKEN

BY

15,

1914.
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READY

OFF
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CITY EDITION.

PASSENGERS AND

TIME TO GET

Captain Leaves Today
St. John, N. B., Jan. 1&. Captain
Hawson and the 11 men who remained on the Cobequid last night were
taken on board thejstjamer Lans-downe early today and are on their
way here.
A wireless message to the acents
of the line said the third officer, R.
F. Powell, was injured during the
night and was in need, of medical
'
assistance.
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Moyer Will Go Back
IS LET NEW TRUST LEGISLATION WILL THE LITTLE COASTAL STEAMER
Denver, Col., Jan. 15. v'harles H. TORRENT OF WATER
Moyer, president of the Western FedLOOSE IN STONY AND POWESTPORT BRINGS AID TO
NOT WORK ANY GREAT
eration of Miners, when informed toThe Dania is Missing
TOMAC RIVERS
STRICKEN COBEQUID
HARDSHIP
STRIKE
day that he had been indicted on a
Havana, Jan. 15. Officials of the
Hamburg-Americaline said they felt
charge of conspiracy, said that he
would not decide upon a course of GEEAT
the
DAMAGE
DONE EEADJUSTl!Er NECESSARY VESSEL IMPALED ON ROCKS no alarm in connection with,
IS
CHARGED
IS
CONSPIRACY
action until after he bad been forsteamer Dania from Hamburg, al
mally notified of the indictment and
though she is three days overdue, and
ARE WASHED
BRIDGES
AWAY INTERLOCKING
REMOVAL OF ITS OCCUPANTS
DIRECTORATES
ACCUSED MEN ARE DECLARED AL- had consulted with attorneys.
they have received no answer to wireAND RAILROAD TRACKS
WITH
IS ACCOMPLISHED
WILL BE RULED OUT OF
"I shall leave Denver in a lew
less messages eent to her. They say
SO TO HAVE IGNORED PROPAttend
the
TURNED
OVER
MUCH
to
DIFFICULTY
for
IndianapoMs
EXISTENCE
the vessel Is a slow one and they exdays
ERTY RIGHTS
convention of the United Mine Work
pect her to reach Havana tonight or
ers of America," he said. "From
tomorrow.
INJURED
OCCURS new
OFFICER
TO
ASSIST THUD
there I expect to return to the Mich- NO LOSS OFJLIFE
INVOLVED
OFFICIALS
SOME
WARM IN COLORADO
igan copper district. So far as this
is (concerned, I shall SEVERAL
SO FAR AS IS KNOWN HE WAS
(indictment)
Colo., Jan. 15. Today Is the
Pueblo,
TOWNS.
HOWEVER,
INTERSTATE
COMMISTRADE
PEACE OFFICERS SAID TO HAVE make no
plans until I have further
warmest
day recorded Tiere
January
THE ONLY PERSON TO BE
WITH
ARE
THREATENED
SION TO HELP BUSINESS
BEEN CHARGED WITH VARI- - .
Information."
1892.
The thermometer regis'
since
HARMED
DESTRUCTION
AS WELL AS COURTS
Bond for Union Men
OUS OFFENSES
tered 65 above zero at the United
O. ;N. Hilton, attorney
fori tfce
States weather bureau at 2 o'clock
Western Federation of Miners, who
Yarmouth, Jan. 15. The 21 pas- this afternoon.
Cumberland, Md., Jan. 15. InforJan. 15. New legisWashington,
15.
Charles
Jan.
Mich.,
Houghton,
had just returned to Denver from mation was received at the offices lation preventing interlocking direc- sengers and 72 members of the crew
H. Moyer, president of the Western
tne copper country, said he was un- Ojf the Western Maryland, railroad torates will provide ample .opportun- of the Royal Mail steamer Cobequid,
Colorado Springs Is 60
Federation of Miners, was Indicted toable to determine at present what at noon today that the whole o the ity and time for readjustment of rescued yesterday, are comfortably
Colorado Springs, Colo., Jan. 15. A
otter
with
for
together
conspiracy,
day
action would be taken with regard Stony River dam of the West Vir- business, officials in the confidence housed here today and! recovering new heat record for the month of
officials of the federation, in connec- to
furnishing bond for the indicted ginia Pulp and Paper company, near of President Wilson said today, pre- from the effects of their long ex- January was made here today when 60
tion With the strike of the copper union officials. He declared that the
Dobbin, W. Va., had given way.
dicting the administration program posure to icy winds and waves.
above zero was recorded at noon.
miners. The first count of the indict- indictment would open up the whole
.The Cobequid, impaled on Trinity The thermometer
The employes of the company's on anti-trus-t
reform.
registered 33 at 6
to
ment charges conspiracy
prevent by
From high administration quar- Rock, six miles pfi Port Maitland, p. in. yesterday. When a warm wind
question as to the right of labor to mill at Lake, W. Va., in the path of
force and arms the pursuit oflheir vo- organize unions and to strike to en- the flood, fled to the hills. So far ters came the word
that the presi- was badly smashed and coated with began from the west it mounted steacations by employes of the mining force its demands.
as known there has been no loss of dent had pointed out to the congres- ice, but the captain's cabin remained
dily and at 6 a. m. today the thermocompanies.
life.
sional committees the necessity for intact.
meter
registered 51.
The bill against Moyer and the other
No Assistance Needed
The West Virginia public service allowing either one or two years for
Captain McKinnon of the West-pora
official of the federation charged
the little coastal steamer which
Detroit, Mich., Jan. T5. Information commission previously had been big business to conform to the new
misdemeanor.
rescued 72 persons, said today that
was received here this afternoon that summoned to the place.
laws.
A report embracing rfome true bills Governor Ferris
The breast of the dam is 1,057 feet
Another essential in the trust pro- when he came alongside the Cobetoday telegraphed
was made to Judge P. H. O'Brien in President Wilson as follows, with ref- long, and over three billion gallons
gram being emphasized today is the quid he found all tho passengers and
circuit court here today by the spe- erence to the strict situation:
of water are held In check by It
determination of the president and crew in the captain's cabin, the only
cial grand jury which has been Inves"Senator Ashurst is reported to
his advisers v make tof the pro- dry epot on the steamer. The seas
Bridges Washed Out
tigating lawlessness arising from the have
At Harrison, W. Va., 47 miles west posed interstate' trade commission were breaking over the main deck.
a Michigan congressman
GRAND JURY MAKES REPORT ON
INVESTIGATION OF COPPER
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copper miners' strike. The court was
told that none of the men accused
of felonies was in cutosdy, and their
names were kept secret.
John E. 'Antilla, secretary of the
Calumet union, was Indicted for conspiracy. The court announced that
this bill charged a misdemeanor and
therefore could be made public. It
was brought out that several "no
bills" were included in the grand jury
report, and the court made them pub-

lic
The jury exonerated H. Stuart Good-ell- ,
an oil merchant, of complicity In
one of the strike shooting affrays.
The indictment against Antilla Included charges against Charles H. Moyer,
president; C. E. Mahoney, vice president; Guy E. Milter, Yanco Terzich,
J. C. Lowney and W. P. Davidson,
members of the legislative board of
the Western Federation of Miners.
In addition Lynn Sullivan, WilWttm
Rickard, Ben Goggia, Frank Altonen,
Charles E. Hietala and other local
union leaders were named, the list
including 39 individuals.
The first count of the indictment
charged conspiracy to prevent "by
force and arms," the pursuit of their
vocations by employes of the mining
companies.
The second count was of similar
tenor, but the charge was broadened
to Include all classes of workmen. In
the third count it was charged that
the union men had, by their conspiracy and by attempts to Intimidate, interfered with the right and property
men.
of
The jury made no reference to the
Moyer deportation, so far as could be
learned.
The court officials promised that as
fast as warrants were served the
names of the indicted men, will be
made public One guess as to the nature of the concealed charges had it
that1 they related to the four guards
and two deputy sheriffs who are
charged with what has become known
as the "Seeberville murders."
The conspiracy indictment carried
with it a list of 137 witnesses for the
people. Named in it were the following mine officials:
James MacNaughlon, Calumet and
Hecla; Charles L. Lawton, Quincy; F.
W. Denton, Copper Range consolidat-de- ;
Theodore Dengler, Mohawk and
Wolverine; R. R. Seeber, Winona, and
Enoch Herderson, Franklin Mining
company. employes
The others were
of the company, several of them business men. Incidental to the indictment the jury found that the federation has 7,000 members in the strike
district. Coupled with its exoneration of Mr. Goodell was a "no bill" in
the cases of 27 members of the union
residing near South Range. They had
non-unio- n

.
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non-unio- n

quoted

of here, the water rose to a height
of 35 feet. The torrent tore down
railroad
the Western
Maryland
out
tracks
washed
railway
bridge,
gen-- ,
caused"
and
and
bridges'
highway
the
the
of
citizpna
puder
rights
ists;
of
loss
of
No
havoc.
eral
report
any
our constitution and our laws are overthrown and the law and the consti- life has been received here.
tution defied.
Precautions Are Taken
"If the congressman from "the
Piedmont W. Va., Jan. 15 A wall
Twelfth district said this he said that
which Is false In every particular; that of water 15 feet high is sweeping
Powhich Is a traitorius insult to. his own down the north branch of the
the
tomac
river
bursting
following
district and the whole state of Mich-Icathe dam of the West Virginia
Attorney General Fellows and of
and Paper company at Dobbin,
I, spent three days last week. In the Pulp
W.
Va.,
shortly before noon. Accord
copper country. Both of us had been
received here Inhabi
to
reports
ing
In daily communication with the
of
the
tants
valley are fleeing to
strike situation. I know what I ani
the greatest anxiety
.and
the
hills,
talking about. Michigan asks that is felt for the
safety of the entire
the truth he told. Michigan has proNo loss of life has been
district.
tected the life and property of all her
"
'
citizens and will continue to do .so, reported.
the
by
An operator
employed
Michigan needs no outside help."
Western Maryland railroad at Schell,.
W. Va., 15 miles below the dam site,
Conflicting Reports Received
sent a message to the company's
Washington, Jan. 15. Telegrams di- offices at Cumberland, Md., stating
rectly conflicting In their statement that the water was at least 20 feet
of conditions in tho Mlshigan copper
'high! and was (carrying everything
district were read today 'fn fhS senbefore it
:, i '
'
ate.
"I'm going to go. Good bye."
One message to Senator Townsend
The dam Is 1,175 feet wide at the
from a committee which said it repbreast, backing water up for three
resented 20,000, citizens of the district and a half miles and holding three
said the law was being enforced and
billion gallons of water. The dam
would continue to be enforced. A mes- is 90
e
on the outside, 65 feet
sage to Senator Martine of New Jer- on the Inside and built on a con
of crete foundation 60 feet deep,
sey, from the executive committ
the national socialist party, said a
The dam was first noticed to be
reign of terror existed in the copper cracked by a watchman last night
country and demanded a congression- and this morning a large portion of
al investigation. '
the structure gave way. At 11:20
o'clock this morning a second and
larger break occurred, notwithstand
AN.
ing efforts by employes to release
tthe i1immen.se volume) of water
The second
through sluiceways.
both sides
on
break made; big gaps
.
of the dam
The Western Maryland railroad
COLLECTOR OF INTERNAL REV- bridge at Schell, W. Va., it is beENUE WILL BE LEWIS T.
lieved, will be responsible for the
CARPENTER
debris clogging there and holding
the water in check for a time, until
Washington,, Jan. 15. President the force of the flood carries it away.
Wilson (today1- made these nouimv
Towns Are Threatened ,
tions:
Piedmont, Western Port and Luke,
Minister to Paraguay, Daniel F. Md., are threatened with destruction.
Mooney of Ohio; collector of internal The high water is expected to reach
revenue for the district of New here late this afternoon, and every
Mexico, Lewis T. Carpenter of Ari- preparation has been made to guard
Much excitezona; assistant chief inspector of against loss of life.
locomotive boilers, Alonzo B. Pack of ment prevails here.
'

from the Twelfth district, as saying:
'Twelfth district of Michigan is a
part of the United States where constitutional,, government, no longer ex-

feet-wid-
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not only an auxiliary to the courts in
but. an actual
carrying out
assistant to fc;. business itself. Under no circuiP'-would the commission tlx "Im.fcis of vxasia1i auj
powers of regulation, but, besides act
lug as a bureau of ir formation of
business, might be given the func-'to- it
of mediation in nco'i aging reorganization in .conformity with new
laws.
Officials close to the White House
said today that all the general feat
ures of the president's plan of action
and the scope of anti-trus- t
legislation had been outlined in news dispatches. A joint session of congress Is expected to be arranged for
next Monday or Tuesday when the
president will deliver his message.

-
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TODAY IN CONGRESS.'
A

Washington, Jan. 15. Senate: Met
at noon.
Consideration of the Alaska railway
bill continued, with .Senator Myers
leading the debate.
Hearings continued in the banking
committee on the nomination of J. S.
Williams for comptroller of the currency.
Meeting of the interstate commerce
committee called for tomorrow for
work on the trust bins.
House: Met at noon.
Postoffice appropriation bill debated.
Rivers and harbors committee heard
advocates of intercoastal waterways
between Boston and Beaufort.
Good roads committee favorably reported a hill for $25,000,000 federal aid
for good roads, condition! on equal
appropriations by the states.
,

NEW BANKING RULE
New York, Jan. 15. The .National

City bank today put into effect its
new rule requiring the deposit of
sufficient collateral to secure any
amount of money they may lend to
a stock broker on any one day. This
practically does away with the old
time system of
which prevailed Tor many years.
Thus far the National City bank is
the only Wall street institution to
adopt this new rule, but it is be
lieved others will follow.

Colorado.
TREMBLORS IN ITALY
DOCTOR IS EXAMINED
Lcghorne, Italy, Jan. 15. Six violent
or
the pur- earthquake shocks'" caused a panic
Pueblo, Colo., Jan.
pose of taking the first civil service among the inhabitants of this city toexamination for superintendent' c? the day. The people" rushed in terror into
state insane asylum ever hold in Colo- the streets and gathered in groups In
rado, Dr. H. A. Lomoure, provisional the squares and the open spaces. Tho
head of the institution here, is in "Den- shocks started at 4:25 a. m. and lastver today. Dr. Lamoure 'is the only ed till 9:27. N casualties were re
applicant for the place.
ported.
14.-F-

LOOKING UP RECORD
Washington, Jan. 15. Inve?;gat1o-of President Wilson's nomination of
John Skclton Williams for comptroller
of the currency and member of the
federal reserve board was continued
today in the senate banking committee. Administration supporters were
confident it would be reported favor
ably to the senate.

The Cobequid was lying headed to
the westward, with the bow down
and the stern well out of water.
Small Schooner Sinks"
Bostdu, Jan. J5.
the Bath schooner Grace A. Martin
"

miles south of Matinious Rock yesterday, and the retecue of her crew of
17 men from an open boat 100 miles
off shore by the steamer A. W. Perry
was reported by wireless today.
For nearly 24 houiS the Martin's
crew.inanopen boat nearly 100 miles
off shore", battled against death under
the bitterest of weather conditions.
The distance from the spot where the
schooner foundered to the steamer
route between Boston and Halifax Is
50 miles, which represent the drift
of the Martin's longboat from sunrise
yesterday until dawn today, when the
castaways were picked up by, the Per30
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Convinced that there will be an
demand for pinto beans during the coming fall, due to the fact
that they have come into favor with,
the public wherever introduced upon,
the market, tho board of directors of the Commercial dub, at
its regular meeting last night, decided to urge the farmers of San Miguel,
Mora and other counties within tho
trade zone of Las Vegas to endeavor
this year to raise Urge quantities of
this product, whioh is most favorably
adapted to the soil of this section o
New Mexico The directors also passINVESTIGATING
ed a resolution commendtjg the citi
dens' committee which ha oeeu endeavoring to aid the dairy and cattl".
STRIKER'S DEATH industry cy absistins the l'armrrs tc
bu
i,iios, and ur
that th fcame
"
ty be pursued in Mora county.
COLORADO MILITIA PLACES ON1x
,: jsoiuuon suggesting to. the city
OF ITS MEMBERS BEFORE
'6
icil the club's
desire that tiu- COURTMARTIAL
XK f
sewer eystera be exlenue-uary
. tf&m
f
cour the entire cty
f
'
tragedy, the
di T'O1- - l v. ;:-- . ) 1 n't
.e not re- ti
nutrfil, win C,
as
--1 CLi'
judge advocate,
acting
began an investigation, of lnrf"cv.jf Id- - n,
i,:2'.i
Private Richard Obley of Company Hermann was appointed frr ii!f. p..
F, Second infantry, Colorado National pose of visiting the farmers tuid m
Guard, charged with the killing of teresting them in the growing of
John German, a coal miner, on January beans. This 'committee- will assure
111 at Cameron in Huerr&no county. the agriculturists that 'they will have
The prisoner was brought here from a market for beans next fall. In lor-myears the farmers have raised
Walsenburg this morning, in custody
of Major Leo W. Kennedy, and the large quantities of beans, and hava
hearing is being held at Camp San found them a glut on the market.
Rafael, on the outskirts of this city. The wholesale houses, however, hava
Obley claims the shooting was acci- been In correspondence with the bis
.
dental,
f'lifr commission houses of the southwest
The military commission is also and have found that Deans will be la
still in session and is engaged In an constantly increasing demand frota
Investigation of rectnt minor strike I J'ear a.to year- n
,
TJ,
.v;n4- ui utuuta . s 1,
I
C3S6S.
euijcci
unjust
up toy Director William ypringei,
who said that he had received a letTO COMPEL SAFETY
ter
from a big- brokerage house o
5.
Representa
Washington, Jan.
tive Esch's bill to empower the Inter- Denver and Pueblo, which stated tb
state commerce commission to compel demand for pinto beans is growin;'
installation of automatic block signals Accompanying the letter was a government analysis of the beans, whu;'i
to control the speed and h"eau ay of
shows them to be superior to the
trains was taken up today by the
ordinary pea beans.
house committee on commerce.
The letter is as follows;
Vice President Dice of the Reading,
Denver, Col., Jan. 2.
American
Railway The
appeared for the
Charles Ilfeld Co.,
association, and W. H. Elliott, hcief
Las Vegas, N. M.
signal engineer of the New York CenWe quote from a hitGentlemen:
'
tral, opposed the bill.
ter just received irom the Unitoi
States department of agriculture, bureau of chemistry, W.ibhi'v.ion, I). C .
FEDERALS PLAN TO
"In regard to the analysis of pin
beans, cooking tests and an analyse
of these beans show them to bo t s
equivalent of pea beans of the north,
so far as food value is concerned.
Each carrel a1 nt 1 ' p r c it t
HALFMEXICAN ARMY MAKES
protein. To lie fx act. the I'vto b . ,
TO
HEARTED
ATTEMPT.
according ta tho analim of tiii
CONTINUE OPERATIONS
: '
reau, of chemih'ry, larn,
cent of protein while the average or
Laredo, Tex., Jan. 15. Opening of five analyses o( pn l( m s' ' -a Mexican federal campaign against 23.24 per cent of protein.
Matamoras is believed here to be
n in"The cookins tesra of the
indicated by the arrival last night dicate that for (
f'jn 1
at Nuevo Laredo of General Pena of beaM have a blight Mi'ieru,'
1
the federal army, with 1,000 troops, judges pus1 mi? upon tV i 0
including artillery from Monterey. the fiavor of thp 1 Jo
He brought with him half a million lor to tnai or it c r"1 ' '
' )
You will lvi'o t
pesos to pay troops at Nuevo Laredo
and 2,000,000 rounds of ammunition. of pinto 1mh , t ! f j ' ' .
beans have i"it
n ' t
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The Grace Martin, heavily laden
with coal sailed from Norfolk ior
Portland, on January i. She was
caught in the westerla.y gale off Cape
Cod on Monday, but her skipper de
cided to continue across to the Maine
shore instead of seeking shelter at
Provlncetown. The vessel was driven
further and further off stiore on TuesTwo days of hard
pounding
day.
opened up her seams and she filled
and sank.: The,, crew had sufficient
warning to take some food and heavy
clothing before jumping into their
longboat.
;

Oceanic Is Damaged
New York, Jan. 15. With her bridge
torn away hy a giant sea and her
decks deep in snow, the steamship
Oceanic, of the White Star line, came
in today from Southampton, 26 hours
late. She brought 3G2 passengers.
It was pn Tuesday, during a gale,
that carried with it sleet, hail "and
snow, that the big sea came aboard.
It tore its way along the forward deck
and mounted to and over the bridge.
The rails of the bridge crumpled
it like paper, while the wash of
water continued along the decks and
carried away everything movable. The
steering gear on the bridge was deranged, and for two hours the rudder
could not. he operated from that point.
he-fo-

,.-v
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TIE
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1

Wreck
The Sayres In
Cherbourg, France, Jan. 15. TKe
steamer Majestic, which left here for
New York last evening, with Francis
Bowes Sayres and his wife, formerly
Miss Jessie Woodrow Dilson, among
her passengers, returned to port this
Violent seas had broken' a
morning.
number of her starboard port holes,
and she was taking water through
them. Repairs will ho made here. It
is expected that the liner will be detained only a few hours.
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FOR OUR JANUA
COMMENCING THURSDAY
Women's Linderie Waists

WOMEN'S READY

R.Y 15th
Desirable Laces Reduced

TO WEAR GARMENTS

One lot of Laces including Torchons, Valenciennes and
Cotton Cluny in a variety of widths and patterns, both edges
and insertions, worth 5c to 12c per yard, special for the sale,
'
per yard 3o

One lot of women's Lingerie Waists including about twenty

17 Women's
11 Women's
5 Women's
12 Women's

styles, either high or low neck, long or short sleeves, all sizes,
every garment neat, dainty and desirable, at

$1.00 Each

long or short sleeves, best

25

STOCK

OF WOMEN'S

AND

MISSES SUITS

styles either high or low neck,

One lot including' Vals, Torchons, Plat Vals, German
Vals and Maltese laces, all widths and excellent patterns, worth
15c to 25c per yard, special,

i-- 2

AT HALF PRICE

2

$2.50 Values For $1.75
One lot including about

$2.98
4.98
7.89
9.98

Coats worth $16.00 to $19.50 for.......
Coats worth $20.00 to $31.50 for

ENTIRE

OUR

1--

Coats worth $7.00 to $9 50 for.
Coats worth $10.00 to $15.00 for

Only 10c

17

MISSES and CHILDREN'S COATS

of style, worth $2.50 each, special

2c Embroideries 7

l-2- c

One lot of Embroideries including both edges and insertions, worth 7ic to 10c, for only 3 l2Cm
One lot of Embroideries in good patterns and a variety of
widths, worth 12jc to 17jc,

Our entire stock of misses and children's coats marked to sell at $8.50 or less
an excellent variety of styles and colors, all sizes up to 14 years, at

S1.75 Each

--

Special 7

$2.98 Each
Muslin Underwear

l-2-

c

One lot of Embroideries including an excellent variety of
patterns, all widths, worth 20c to 50c, special, only 17 1'2c

Las Vbps'LeGdingSiorG

Our entire stock of Muslin Underwear including Shirts,

Boy's $1.00 Waists for 25c

mm'

Gowns, Drawers, Corset Covers and Combinations of new and
Ml

dainty styles, all good, desirable garments of best quality, at

1-- 3

One Third Off

V-Hf7- ,
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sion of the sealed envelope herewith.
Bring it yourself to my headquarters
in Allaha. Catch first steamer. Guard
well the packet as you may be pursued by those who will wish to take
it from you." Kathlyn Is a woman of
quick Impulse and energetic aotion,
and i for being a hundred miles
away by a high tide, to take the first
steamer sailing for the Orient The
only way out of town is by a fast
freight train, leaving at once. She
climbs into the caboose and there she
finds one of her father's Hons boxed
for shipment. The animal manages
to escape during thQ trip and in the
melee the door of the tool closet Is
accidentally forced open, revealing
the Hindu (who wrote the note) hiding there. He refuses to give an account of himself, but offering to pay
his fare if accepted as a passenger.
Some instinctive feminine sense of
insecurity persuades Kathlyn that he

School Pupils
can earn
Valualle Premiums

Publio

Given free each month for return o premium coupons

found in each package of

padre is ringing the mission bells
ringing the fate of Kathlyn. She and
her sinter innocently open the tam
pered packet. There they find the
false note of the mysterious Hindu:
If I have not returned at this hour,
It ih because I am held captive by
the people of Allaha, Tbe only way
I can be. saved is by having posses

after the mysterious sealed packet.
She makes her, steamer and eventually arrives in India, gi rides to
the end of the railway line, and there
hires an elephant to carry her
through the intervening jungle to her
father's station in Allaha. Preceding
her at a rapid rate is the mysterious
Hindu who took passage on the same
ship. He arrives first at the king's
palace, and is immediately received
in state by the Council of Three. He
is Umballah, the confidential agent
and is invested with unusual power.
His next move is to visit the prison
cell ' under the palace, where Col.
Hare is now chained a prisoner to a
stone pillar. Umballah asks the prisoner: '"Vill you consent to take the
throne unconditionally?" He emphatically answers, "No."
The next event is the arrival of
Kathlyn at her father's bungalow, not
far from the palace. She has hardly
entered hia deserted apartment when
the continuous Umballah steps into
view from his hiding place and informs her that her father is dead.
She falls in a faint and he takes ad
vantage of her helpless condition to
secure the secret package from her
person as the scene dims.

is

nouncement, which is the concluding MBNT is an antiseptic healing remedy
f ea.ture.
for such cases. Apply It at night be
fore going to "bed and cover with a
Chronic Constipation Cured
cotton cloth bandage. It heals In a
"Five years ago I bad the worst
case of chronic constipation I ever few days. Price 25c, 60c and pl.00
knew of, and Chamberlain's Tablets per bottle. Sold by Central Drug Co.
Adv.
cured me," writes S: F. Fish, Brook
lyn, Mich. For sale by all dealers.
Adv.

TO MEET IN SALT LAKE CITY
Salt Lake City, Utah, Jan. 15. From
COLORADO GOODS ROAD MEETING
Colorado Springs, Jan.
15. The Ohio, Wyoming, Colorado, Idaho and
movement for improved highways is other of the leading wool producing
likely to receive a strong Impetus statec delegates arrived here Iri large
from the fourth annual convent'on of
the Colorado Good Roads association,
which met here today for a two days'
Efssion. Nearly fvery county of the
stalo is fully represented at the gath-

is

Tiiero

ering. The proposed half mill levy
for state road purposes is the principal subject to be discussed and act
ed upon at the convention.
wounas ara painful and
cause much annoyance. If not kept
clean they fester and become running
sores.
BALLARD'S
SNOW UNI- Ragged

Timt

numbers today for the annual conven
tion of the National Association of
Wool Growers.
The sessions of the
convention will begin tomorrow and
continue over Saturday.- The effects
of the Underwood tariff law on the
g
industry and a number
of other subjects of vital importanca
to those engaged in wool growing are
scheduled for discussion. The louai
committee In charge of arrangements
has made elaborate preparations, fir
the entertainment of the visitors.
-

sheep-breedin-

Only Oho

is

.

USED THE WORLD OVER TO CUltE A COLD IN CSE DAY.
Always remember the full name.

Look

for this signature on every box.

25c.

mr
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Third

Reel

king being dead, she, Kathlyn, must
become queen, and take the
throne. Mystified, she thinks that he
is joking: but in proof of his words,
he opens the packet, shows her the
contents of same (translating a language she cannot read), shows her
the note or her father which emphatically states to destroy the sealed
packet, conferring the sacred right to
him and his successors to the throne
of Allaha. A lone, defenseless woman
in a strange land, she is more alarmed than ever, as she realizes that
she is thoroughly in the power of
fanatical people, and has already
done exactly what her father commanded her not to do. She is informed that she must take posession of
the throne at once, and protesting,
she is dragged to the palace, placed
upon the throne and held as captive
against the day of the coronatlpn.
This develops a wonderful
spectacle, its magnificence having kinship
with the famed Durbar of India. Amid
great pomp, she is unwillinily crowned by the high priest. The council
then leads Umballah forward and the
populace is Informed that he is chos
en as the husband of the queen. She
'
is stricken with terror at this an

SURPLUS

CAPITAL PAID IN
1100,000.00

the girl recovers consciousness, the villain tells her that the
"When

150,000.00
VA-2
--

--- n..

l...,

now

nil.fill!

r'sF

me of the greatest o all helpful influences,
Second Reel
for it robs childbirth of all its atfonlen and
Tbe second scene opens at mid
tsriger, d!T"'ln all the doubt and dread,
all ene of fear, and thus enable tbe mind
and body to aw n it the greatest event in a night New Year's eve. The good old

25 Cents

SoutkSicbPla5a

1862

Hf
mlerrtrt.ts the study by romping in
with 3 ccllie dog that startles the big
cat"7he leopard leaps at the invader
and she takes refuge in its cage, closing the door after her just in time.
Kathlyn and her father recapture the
ex ited leopard and the girl is released. Col. Bare then explains to his
daughters how he secured that particular animal, showing them a decoration conferred upon him by the
FIRST INSTALLMENT, SHOWN AT king of Allaha, a mythical principality
in the jungle land of India. His story
THE PHOTOPLAY, PLEASES
is
illustrated in a series of dissolves.
THE CROWD
He leaves headquarters on hia way to
A synopsis of the first installment see the king, who is holding court
or "The Adventures of Kathlyn," alfresco. A hungry leopard attacks
which was run last night at the Photo- the king and his cowardly councillors
the king to hia fate. Col.
play theater and will be shown for flee, leaving
in the nick of time,
arrives
Hare
the last time tonight, is as follows;
the
snatches
turban from the
royal
will
installment
second
the
appear
king's head and twisting it into a
two weeks- hence:
rope, chokes the leopard into subFirst Keel
In gratitude the king gives
Kathlyn Hare is the daughter of jugation.
his decoration.
colonel
the
Col. Hare, residing in California, a
The scene again reverta to Calicollector of African wild animals,
Col.
and her pleasure is to model the sav fornia. Some little time later
to etart for Allaha, with
about
Hare,
When
of
the
in
age pets
clay.
place
tbe scene opens she is discovered great secrecy takes from the secret
drawer of his desk a large envelope
etutlying a pet leopard in her open air
studio. A younger sister, Winnie, heavily sealed, which he directs: "To
be opened by my daughter Kathlyn
at midnight, December 31." He gives
Jay Of
this mysterious packet to Kathlyn
and departs. Six months later Kath
lyn and her sister Winnie are having
A Wonderful Remedy That ii Natural tea at sunset in their bungalow. Kath
Aid and Relieve the Tention.
lyn shows her sister the mysterious
will open it
Mother's Friend, a famous external rem- packet and explains they
is the only one known that Is able to when the hour sounds midnight. Out
edy,
reach all the different parts involved. It side in the
gardens, is observed a
iS
high caste Hindu, furtively advancing
with great caution to the low French
window of the room where the girls
I
n
are at tiffin. There is a call from
the outside; they drop the packet
on the table, leave' the room and imthe Hindu leaps stealthily
mediately
fori a penetrating
application alter the
mula of a noted immly doctor, and lubriin, steams the packet open at the
cates every muncle, nerve, tissue r tendon
extracts the
fleeted. It goes directly to the strained spout of the teakettle,
portions and gently but nurely relieves all colonel's note, but does not touch the
(tendency to soreness or strain.
sealed enclosure. He then qulcitly
I;y Its daily use there will be no pain, no
distress, no nausea, no danger of laceration writes a note of his own, encloses it
or other accident, and the period will be one
re- of supreme comfort and joyful anticipation. in place of the one abstracted,
To all youni! women Mother
Friend la seals the packet and steals away.
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Our entire Stock of Boy's Waists including a variety of
good styles, values from 50c to $1.00 special, your choice,

THE BEST YOU

i

EVER TASTED"

In packages only.

Price ioc.

Mis"

Club
a "Dutch
Tell your friends and
neighbors. Get them to buy
them and give you the cou-

Form

pons.

Every month we give away
handsome
watches,
skates,
sleds, pocket knives, dolls,
books, and real money in $i
bills, etc.

150 Prizes Esbh T'cnth
Value each prize, 25c to $20.
Most coupons returned, best
prizes.
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Cunningham, President

Franfc Springer,
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D. T. Hosklns, Cashier.
E. S. Lewis, Ass't Cash.

Vice-Preside-

tA& VEGAS

PAID

OIST

TIME DEPOSITS

LAS VEGAS SAVINGS BAMi
CnPiTML GTQOii
Office with the San Miguel National Bank
WM. G. HATDON
B. W. KELLY
D. T. HOSKINS
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President

..Vice President
Treasurer

Interest PoJd On Deposits
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Restored To Health by Lydia
E. Pinkham's Vegetable Compound. " We have great
Montpelier, Vt

OF BUTTER
END.TO-END- ,
CAKES, IF PLACED
WOULD REACH OVER 15,003
MILES

its history. In which
time it has become historic enough
to have a bronze tablet placed conspicuously on its front, the Tower Build
what
ing has seen the beginning of
second great
will probably be the
era in steel construction. The Tower
building was not the first building in
New York to stand 128 ieet high. It
deserves the name of the first
for another reason; beeause
it was the first successful steel frame
building ever known. It revolutionized the building of cities everywhere
and it brought in a building methid
which is so new that there are still
many things that the greatest engineers do not kno waJbout it. The Tow
er building seems to be as strong as
ever; 'no properly built steel structure has ever given signs of weakening; no expert can tell even what
kind of weakness would be the rst
to develop. For all the builders know,
the skyscrapers of today may stand
for 500 years, or for 1,000. The pro
posed limitations of height would fix
a building line from 100 to 200 feet
in height for buildings facing the
streets and 300 feet for those on open
narks. Above that height the walls
would have to foe set back from the
curb line ine foot for every four feet
of height.
New York not "Shanghai Port"
A stor mof protest has arisen over
the charge emanating from tire west
that New York) is the worst shanghai
port In the world and that sailors are
bought and sold like slaves here. As
a matter of fact, upon what authority
such a charge can foe mad is still
a matter of mystery. An investiga
tion made Immediately after its issuance fails to reveal any basis to
the statement. Men who
do
with the shipping T5T seato
have
men, as well as those who look after
their welfare, such as officers of the
Seamen's branch of the Legal Aid so
ciety, which has for its "sole purpose
the handling o seamen's legal troubles; the Seamen's Christian association, and the Seamen's Church instituteto mention only a few have all
scouted the charge. "There hs not
been a case of shanghaing reported to
us or the courts since 1898," said
Slisa B. Axtell of the Seamen's Branch
of the Legal Aid society in this con.
"For that matter I do not
know how long before that year the
last orevious case was heard of. It
certainly, is not true that New York
is the worst shanghaing port in the
world, and if the author of this charge
In 26 years of
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Winter stock we
are going to sell merchandise that you need
and we want to get rid of it at cost and less.
Tou will fin- dTo clean up our Fall and

Blankets
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Flanneletts
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Everyone

Bo

.,,.

Black Cat Dose
25c Quality

LEflV CCFSCl

20c

Gmrnteed

Topsy Hosiery

2 DAYS ONLY

15c Ginghams-

..

-

10o
Bo

tfo I2c

tlo

i .
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c- -

OFF

1- -3

14 OFF

Outin- g-

15c Percales
15c Cambric
15c Towels

.

OFF
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SPECIALS FOR.
12c

Winter

Models

ChildWsDresses AlHiCifl
In Serges

Comforts

Suits and Coats

Cotton and Wool, all
new stock

Muslin
25c Curtain Scrims
15c Pillow Slip,

IBo
0

iBa

25c Slip

have on sale our spring line of Ginghams, White
Goods, Laces, Embroideries, Muslin Underwear.
We will also

avo You Scon Those New Waists
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Our Business
is

Hit Subject.

Black-DraMu-

THE BUSINESS
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TOE
LONESOME DOLLAR

Your Business

Madison Heights, Va.-- Mr.
Chas. A.
Ragland, of this place, writes: "1 have
been takinz Thedford's Riark-.for indigestion, and other stomach troub
les, aiso coias, ana una it to be the very
best medicine I have ever used,
After takincr
tn,
days, I always feel like a new man."
Nervousness, nausea, heartburn, pain
in pit of stomach, and a feeling of full
ness after eating, are sure symptoms of
stomach trouble, and should be given the
proper treatment, as vour streneth an
health depend very largely upon your
iooa ana its digestion.
TO get Quick and rjermanet-- t
from these ailments, you should take
a medicine of known curative merit.
Its 75 years of splendid success, in ttm
treatment of Just such troubles, proves
me real merit ot medford's
Safe, pleasant, gentle in action,
nd without bad
it is sure
to benefit both young and old. For sals
Price 25q.
sverywhere.
n. C

There is nothing in this world so lonesome as a single dollar

-

It can't even jingle.'
A single dollar doesn't go very far in serving a big territory like ours (over one
fifth of the area of the United States)
A lot of little railroads, not related and not connected,
part of the people

rpl

can serve only a small

it

It's only by connecting them together with standard tracks and cars and methods that all the people can get service of a high grade

Black-Draug- ht.

So

it is in the telephone business

after-effec- ts,

A lot of unrelated, isolated, local telephone exchanges, each with different
methods and equipment, could only serve a part of the people

ta

knows ot any cases he has been derelict in his duty in not reporting
them. Shanghaing, .as defined by the
federal law, consists in getting a man
aboard a vessel with a view to shipping him as a seaman by means of
force, threats, drugs, or any intentional fraud. ' No such methods are employed here. As to sailors hoarding
houses, 'seamen sometimes run into
debt to them to such extent that they
have to take about whatever employ
ment they can get through the keepers of these places. This is a condition that will prevail to some extent
as long as sailors are careless and
improvident.''
Instructor Teaches Tango
New York is still talking about the
remarkable "tango class" for working
girls that was started the other day
by Miss Anne Morgan, daughter of
J. P, Morgan. Miss Morgan has long
been Interested 'in the Vacation Sav
ings fund which has recently opened
a large club house In the heart of the
shopping district for the girls who
work in the stores and offices. News
came from the club that the girls
were tangoing there ''something awful." Miss Morgan went and saw for
herself. A few days later she appear
ed again at the club with Miss Eliza
beth Marbury, who has been associat
ed with her In the work. She brought
along, too, or? of the most fashion
able dancing teachers In town. While
Miss Morgan stood in the door and
watched, the man who teaches the
to debutantes in
tango and
the smartest houses along Fifth ave
nue and Riverside "Drive two hours
with the shop girls, lie taught them
to tango In the absolutely correct and
proper style, arid he charged them ten
cents each for his services. The
girls paid up and said it was worth
the money. The teacher who gets
$20 an hour for his work among society folk thanked them courteously
and never cracked a smile.
la City More Wicked?
The wickedness of New York, or
the virtue of the district attorney, according to the way you look at it,
is indicated by the reporf of district
Attorney Whitman's office for the last
year. There were 5,102 indictments
during the year, and ot these prisoners 2,684 pleaded guilty. In other
words the people who confessed to
their own guilt before the law in New
York county alone (whicli is only part
of the city) numbered" more than all
the teachers In the high school, the
evening schools and the city colleges
put together; more than all the clergymen in the city, and more than the
total population of New York in the
fiftieth year of its growth. Of all the
prisoners brought to trial only 169
were acquitted by united juries and
1 26
by juries that disagreed. There
were 568 convictions after trial, or
nearly twice the number of acquittals.
This means there were more Indictments, fewer acquittals and except
for one year more outright convictions than at any time for several
years past. Either New York is grow
ing wickeder, or it is finding out more
about its own sins than it ever "knew.
one-ste-
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sky-srap-

faith in your remedies. I was very ir
regular and was
tired and sleepy all
the time, would have
on
15. Figures
New York, Jan
cold chills, and my
New York's yearly urll for butter,
hands and feet would
eggs and poultry have just been pubbloat My stomach
bothered me, I had
lished and they have made some of
pain in my side and
the Gothamites rob their eyes. How
a bad headache most
this town's bankers "drain away" the
of
the time. Lydia
exmoney of the country has been
E. Pinkham's Vegewho
those
plained at great length for
table Compound has
'done me lots of good
can follow the explanation, but here
Is a plain statement requiring no ex- and I now feel fine. I am regular, my
stomach is better and
have all
planation at all of how a very consid- left me. You can usemy pains
my name if you
erable portion of the city's spare like. I am
proud of what your remechange has been drained aw,ay by the dies have done for me." Mrs. Mart
farmers mostly by the farmers of Gauthier, 21 Kidge St, MontpeEer,Vt
the middle west. For poultry alone An Honest
Dependable Medicine
New Yorkers paid $22,000,000 last
must
be
It
admitted by every
year. More than 6,000 carloada of
intelligent person, that a medilowl reached the city, or an average cine could not live and grow in popularity
for nearly forty years, and
hold
of about 115 cars each week. A
fact is that a great part of this a record for thousands upon thousands
of actual cures, as has Lydia E. Pink(Poultry arrived here alive, to be kill- ham's
Vegetable Compound, without
of
establishments
"kosher"
the
in
ed
possessing
great virtue and actual
the greatest Jewish community Jn worth. Such medicines must be looked
the world. - For eggs the citizens con- upon and termed both standard and
tributed $50,000,000, making a total dependable by every thinking person.
payment for butter, eggs and poultry
If you have the slightest doubt
The public debt of that
of $136,000,000.
Lydia E. Pinkham's Vegetaso ble
. the United States never reached
will hei p you, write
Compound
Tiigh a figure as this at any time be- to Lydia E.Plnkham Medicine Co.
fore the civil war. If out of this
(confidential) Lynn, Mass.,for adthe farmers got only 65 per cent vice. Your letter will be opened,
Tor their share, after deducting freight read and answered by a woman,
cost of handling and mlddlement'.s and held in strict confidence
profits; then the country has still taken practically $90,000,000 from this miles. If all this butter were made
city alone for these items. The up into ordinary
stamps
amount of butter used in the city was and these were placed end to end,
enormous. Receipts tor the yeat were the string of .butter would reach from
207,785 packages, or not less than New York o Bombay, going either
150,465,480 opunds, or 30V& pounds for! east or west ariund the earth; or it
every man, woman and child In the would reach from the North Pole to
eitl. If this amount of butter were the South Pole and leave a few odd
shipped at one time, it woul3 load thousands of miles hanging over.
to
6,270 ordinary, refrigerator cars
First Skyscraper Demolished
The ret skyscraper in the world, the
capacity. In trains of 40 cars each
this would make 157 solid trains. If Tower Building in lower Broadway,
these were sent out from the Grand ia to be torn down. At the same time
Central station htre, one after the comes the news that amendments
other with no intervals between them, have been proposed for the city charthey would fill the track from here ter which would put a limit on the
to Poughkeepsie, . a distance of 75 height of New York's bluildings. Thus

-
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It's only by joining them together with uniform methods and equipment that
all the people can best be served
Yet each little railroad and each local telephone exchange
money than one man can furnish

It's only

by combining

best be served

requires more

a great many ''lonesome dollars" that the public can
"

-

)

That's capital
In most lines of business the investment, once made, needs no additions
In the telephone business new capital is needed every day to meet the ever
r
increasing demands for service

In our business the construction account is never closed
i

In the last twelve months it cost us approximately $1, 500, 000. 00 to make addi.
tions to our plant alone

The

Stales

Eloiiiilaiii

and

Telephone

Telegrepli

Go.

"The Corporation Different"

SOUTH CAROLINA BAR MEETING witness to the tragedy, the slain man
Sneffels, Col. A. 3. Walsh was
Columbia, S. , Jan. 15. An attrac- had a young child in his arms when badly done up with rheumatism and
tive program faced the members of the he was shot down. Although of the sent for Foley Kidney Pills which was
the only thing that would cure
South' Carolina Bar association when same name and living' in the
sjne Geo. Potter of pontiac. Mo., was do a
they assembled here today for their house at the time of the tragedy, the on his back with kidney and bladder
C--

tti

trouble and Foley Kidney Pills made
It is a
splendid medicine and always helps.
Just try it O. G. Schaefer and Red
Cross Drug Store. Adv.

annual meeting. The leading feature slayer and his victim were not
provided in the pflogram was the annual address, to be delivered by Itos-co- e
Pound Story, professor of law
SubscriDe for The Optic.
in the Harvard University law school.
The meeting will conclude with a
'
banquet tomorrow night.
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GIRLS! TRY IT1 YOUR HAIR GETS
SOFT, FLUFFY AND LUXURIANT AT ONCE
If you care for heavy hair, that

glistens with beauty and is radiant
with life; has an incomparable soft
ness and is fluffy and lustrous, try
Danderine.
Just one application doubles the
beauty of your hair, besides it immediately dissolves every particle of
dandruff; you cannot have nice, heavy, healthy hair if you have dandruff.
This destructive scurf robs the hair
of its lustre, its strength and its very
life, and if not overcome It produces
a feverishnesa and Itching of the
scalp; the hair roots famish, loosen
and die; then the hair falls out fast.
If your hair has been neglected and
Is thin, faded, dry, scraggly, or too
oily, get a 25 cent bottle of Knowlton's
Danderine at any drug store or toilet
counter; apply1 a little as directed and
ten minutes after you will say this
was the best investment you ever
made.

bit etinirieiiio
Is
''A

win

..J

when one discovers what comfort,
what air of good taste and even luxury is afforded by electric light at so

little cost. Its adaptability permits
the location of lamps or fixures
where an abundance of light is most
needed, yet preserving the restful-nes- s
of shadow. The result is economy of light with a comfort and
effectiveness afforded 'by no other
illuminate.
Test the merit of electric
light by wiring your house
NOW. There is no time like

-

We sincerely believe, regardless of
everything else advertised, that If you
desire soft, lustrous, heautlful hair
and lots of it no dandruff no itching scalp and no more falling hair
His Stomach Troubles Over
you must use Knowlton's Danderine.
Mr. Dyspeptic, would you not like If eventually why not. now? Adv.
to feel that your stomach troubles
were over, that you could eat any
bind of food you desired without InSLAYER TO DIE ON GALLOWS
jury? That may seem so unlikely to
Ga., Jan. 15. The sheriff of
Tifton,
you that you do not even hope for an
has made arrangements
Tift
county
ending of your trouble, but permit us
to assure you that it is not "altogether for the execution tomorrow "of I. B.
If others can be cured Hall, a white man, who is under
impossible.
and thousands
have
permanently,
of death for the murder of Denbeen, why not you? John R. Barker,
of Battle Creek, Mich., is one of them. nis W. Hall. The killing occurred In
He says, "I was troubled with heart- the early part of last year '81 was
burn, indigestion, and liver complaint the result of a neighborhood quarrel.
until I used Chamberlain's Tablets,
to the testimony of an
then my trouble was over." Sold by According
old
Adv.
deaiers.
boy, who was the only eye
all

result ie

the

FREE FR0!U DANDRUFF
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him well and able to work.
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notwithstanding

Americana

all,

seem to be in very serious disrepute
south of the line between Mexico and

the United States. The comic opera
republics continue to "spit" at their
big ulster of the North, and while
Published by
this attitude has wrought no deadly
THE OPTIC PUBLISHING CO.
Injury it has in no decree promoted
international amity and
(Incorporated.)
The Ecuador incident is only one of
which go to make up the glarM. PADGETT.
.Editor, many
seems to need
ing total.
nothing quite so urgently as a series
ESTAt

ft.
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their countries' oread Is buttered, to

Ctf

IS HIE NEXT
NUMBER
MUSICAL
ATTRACTION FOR ITS LYCEUM COURSE

M. C. A. ANNOUNCES

The Y. M. C. A. announces Its third
say nothing of the fundamental amenEntered at the postofflce at East ities of international gratitude and number In the lyceum course in the
"
person of the famous Dixie Quintette,
1..3 Vegas, New Mexico, for trans- - politeness.
sent out by the Redpth Lyceum bur- ;ioa through the United Sates
as
matter.
second
class
fe,a!i8
I eau as the greatest negrt entertainers
ui tonuy. a our or uiose wno comprise
A FAIR C0S1PANY, BUT
this company were leading artists In
TERMS OF SUBSCRIPTION
the Dixie Chorus the notahle color
Dally, by Carrier
A POOR PRODUCTION ed organization which has been with
f'e-.
w
.t'5
Copy
the Redpath management for the past
Ktee Week
J5
two years, appearing in the "Epic of
JDne Month
.65 "A GIRL OF THE UNDERWORLD"
the Negro" on large courses through7.50
Dae Tear
CAST HANDICAPFTD BY
out the country..
Dally, by Mall
The other characters played well, If
Thosse who saw the Dixie Chorus
Due year (In advance).
...$6.00
will recall Mr. Williams of the present
85ix Months (In advance)
8.00
Aside from the fact that the
Dixie Quintette as the impersonator
Deo Year (In arrears)
. 7.50 was one of extreme clumsiness plot
and of the character
"Mandy."
3.75
Els Months (in arrears)
that the play did not "live down" to
Mr. Johnson of tnis quintette is
Its name In the moral sense, the prothe man who took the part of "Uncle
WEEKLY OPTIC AND STOCK
duction of "The- Girl of the UnderRemui"
GROWER
world," which was staged at the Dun
,
Mr , Turner
impersonated "Old
. $2.00 can opera house last .night,, furnished Black
Dae Tear
Joe." John Turner is conced
1.00 a fairly good entertainment.
Btx Months
. .
ed by all as being the greatest negro
The actress the audience appeared bass
singer in the country.
to like! thi best '.wit Efosla Sitzer,
(Cash In Advance for Mail
Mr. Goodbar took the juve'hlle part
who acted the part of "Sis" and pull
Subscription!)
in the "Cottonfield Sketch!'
Remit by check, draft or money ed off considerable clever comedy
Four members oflM company have
rder. If sent otherwise we will not work. Had she been playing a part been upon the
platform for years,
in a play cf greater, haerit the appre
responsible for loss.
having been with the Milder Jubilee
Specimen copies free on application. ciation of her work would have been quartettes prior to going with the
'
':
greater. During 'the entire
ening Dixies.
she
amused
audience
her
with
the
K.LL PAPERS DISCONTINUED
In the "program of the Dixie quin
AT
clever comedy workand might be tette there will be vocal solos and InEXPIRATION OF TIME
classed as the Btar of 'the' company.
PAID FOR
.,
strumental work, in addition to the
The other character played well, if
quintette work and jubilee music,
consideration is taken of the fact they which
always is so enjoyable in a
,
Advertisers are guaranteed the had a poor play in which to work.
,:
colored organization.
Ctrgest daily and weekly circulation The production failed to bring out
William's1
tenor
Goodbar's
solos,
of any newspaper In northern New clearly the
supposedly strong situa- characteristic songs with banjo ac
Mexico.
4
tions.
fMf'.m- -' companiment, Johnson's famous InterThe show was attended "by a small
pretations of Paul Lawrence Dun
audience, due to the fact, it is sup- bar's work and Turner's
TELEPHONES
deep bass
Business Office
Main 2 posed, of the name of the production. voice will be the features. There'al-sNew Department
Main 9 One consolation remains, however,
will be laughable negro sketches
which is that Managers Duncan and In dialect.
Browne promise to see that the bookThe quartette will have as an acJANUARY
THURSDAY,
1914, ing agent does not "sting" them again
15,
companist Mr. Joseph Gray, who, also
plays piano solos. Mr. Gray has been
FOOLISH ANTAGONISM
on the lyceum platform two or three
RIO BONITO CASE
15. United years, and therefore is no experiment.
Jan.
Albuquerque,
Aii anomalous fact in connection
In spite of the success of the larger
States Attorney Summers Burkhart
with the relations between this coun has been
of the Dixie hcorus, it is
organization
advised of the arrival here
to und the South American republics tomorrow of Assistant United States prophesied that this company will
ib Uie lnsensato hostility to every-Uiin- g
Attorney General w. S. Truesdale, prove the most popular colored organAmerican which prevails not who is in Santa Fe
today and who is ization which has ever toured the
only in South Americahut in all the coming here to take up with Mr. United States.
Latin republics cf the Western hem! Burkhart and
Attorneys . for the El
Having been on the platform for
sphere, says the Kansas City Journal, Paso & Southwestern railroad the years these men can be relied upon
It is stated in racent news dispatches complicated case of the
government to adhere to and cany out the high
that a London firm of sanitary engi against the railroad company, involv- ideals of the
lyceum in their every
neers which received a $10,000,003 ing the right of the latter to the use day lives as on the
platform. The
contract for cleaning up the city of of the waters of the San Bonito, a seats will be
placed on sale Thursday,
Ciuayakuil, Ecuador, came near losing mountain stream In Lincoln county, February 4 at the Y. M. C. A, The
the contract because mere was a firm and .one of the principal feeders of Dixie quartette will appear in the
3n this country bearing the same name the Rio Hondo. W. A. Hawkins will Duncan
opera house Monday, Februand engaged In the Bame line of pro- arrive tomorrow morning to repre- ary 9.
fessional work. When the fact be- sent the railroad company.
came known, the London firm got the
The Southwestern has had persistThe "Mischief Quartette" and It's
contract, but there was inserted in it ent trouble with its water supply in
Work
a clouse to the effect that as little as eastern New Mexico, and some years Each year the month of January
numbers its list of victims from Inpossible of the money expended should ago filed on the water of the Bonito, fluenza, la
bronchitis and
be paid to Americans and this despite which is diverted across the moun pneumonia. grippe,
The prompt use of Fothe fact that the building of the Pan- tains by an expensive engineering ley's Honey and Tar Compound will
check the onset of a cold and stoD a
ama canal must inevitably hav-an project and piped to its line at
preventing the development to
There are i rotests from land cough,
.immensely beneficial effect on the Inmore serious conditions. Keep It on
dustrial and commercial prosperity of holders along the Bonito and Vom hand. O. G. Schaefer and Red Cross
,
;all the Laton republics south of the land holders under the Hondo pro- Drug Store. Adv.
'
"
ject, and an order was issued reJiio Grande.
:
For Mexico's antipathy to the United straining the railroad from using the
States there is a logical reason, even water. Because of serious water
NEWS FROM THE CAPITAL
allowed
though it operates distinctly to Mex- shortage the government has
ico's disadvantage. It is human na- the railroad temporary use of, the
ture to dislike one's conqueror, For water, however, and the conference
a Santa Fe. Jan. 15. In the supreme
the animosity of other republics with here tomorrow Is with regard ,,jto
court this morning case No. 1,594, en
not
use
is
and
of
continuance
such,
which this country from time to time
titled the State of New Mexico vs.
to
view
a
with
settlement
final,
has had little disputes there may be
A. Ellison was reset for "a date in
even
found some consistent reason,
This was , the' only cause
February.
though it would be the part of both
for submission today,, ,
IN CONFERENCE
SINGLE
TAXERS
to forget
diplomacy and
stiii At it ;'f
Washington, Jan. , 15,r Disciples of
the quarrel. But the Latin republics
at The state board of equalization is
late
the
George?,
gathered
Henry
have never been able to recognize the
the Raleigh Hotel in this city today still grinding away on the fixing of
inestimable service which this coun
for a general conference on the single the values on corporate, property,
try has rendered to all the peoples of tax, with particular reference to the banks and livestock for 1914, and It
the Western hemisphere, In drawing
Joseph Fels fund of American com will be several days before the result
about them the circle of a protection mission. This commission, devoted of their deliberations will be anwhich has prevented their becoming to
propaganda for single tax reform, nounced.
victims of foreign aggression. If the was created several
County Treasurers Remit
years ago by Jo
protective policy had ever been 'att- seph Fels of Philadelphia, who fhas
The. county treasurers of Lincoln,
ended by any manifestation of a dis- agreed to duplicate every dollar sub Curry and Chaves counties have forposition to take advantage of this re- scribed-taid in "he- movement ' in warded remittances to the statetreas-ure- r
lation, the student of conditions could America. The founder has establishwhich were received thi mornat least get the viewpoint ol the Latin ed similar .funds. In Canada, England, ing. The amounts reoetviid. were as
Americans with some degree' of Justi Denmark nnd Australia. A number follows; Lincoln,, $12,813.71; Chaves,
d
fication, no matter how
,
of single tax advocates of national $068.48; Curry, $1,891.07.the
the harboring of
grudge might be. prominence are to address the con Taxes Collected In Santa Fe County
But the big American republic has ference, the sessions of which will
Santa Fe county tax collections for
steadfastly refused to ,. avail Itself of continue until Saturday. Among them the month of December were as folopportunities to advance its own Inter are Daniel Kief er of Cincinnati, A. B. lows, according to the monthly report
ests at the expense of the countries DuPont of Cleveland, Jackson H. of the county treasurer received toeouth of it. It has suffered heavy Ralston o Washington, Charles H. day by the traveling auditor: 1910
losses cf trade through no fault ' of Ingersoll, watch manufacturer; Lin- and prior, $151.34; 1911,. $18.34; 1912,
Us own, paying this price for Its firm coln Steffens, the magazine writer, $358.9?; 1913, $10,828.08.
State's por"
and consistent adherence to the let- and George A. Knapp of Pueblo, Col., tion, $2,009.33.
To Inspect Schools
ter nnd the spirit of the Monroe doc- who led the recent campaign in that
Alvan N. White leaves tomorrow for
trine. It has repeatedly made over-ure- s city that put the single tax system
not always comfortable to it3 In operation there. The speakers Taiban, where 'he will attend meetown national dignity in order to gain will also Include Mr. Fels, who is ings of the Roosevelt County Teachshe abstract friendship, if not concrete devoting a large share of his im- ers' association on January 18 and
industrial and commercial trad?
mense fortune to the spread of the 17. From Taiban he will go to Olovls,
where with County Superintendent
of the lesser republics. But single tax doctrine.
;
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Mersfelder he will visit every school
district In the county.
Must License Autos
With about half the automobiles in
the state licensed and tagged for
1914 the secretary of state today took
up with the various peace officers of
the cities and counties of the state
the question of getting the other half
to license their cars as required by
chapter 19 of the laws of 1913. To
date about 1,100 number plates have
been issued, while the registration
for last year was 1,987. The law
says the eecretary of state shall require sheriffs, constables and other
officers to enforce this act The law
also provided a fine of from $25 to
$100 or imprisonment from 30 to 90
days for failure to comply with the
provisions of the act.
Wool Growers Complain
A formal complaint has been filed
with the state corporation commission by the New Mexico Wool Growers' association against the A., T. &
S. F. railroad. In the complaint It Is
alleged that the railroad has failed
to provide livestock scales at Albuo
querque, Magdalena, Springer,
and Grants, from which stations
1,045 cars of sheep were shipped In
1912 and C07 in 1913, not to mention
numerous cars of other kinds of stock
which the petition does iot enumor
ate, It further recites that the scales
are needed In order to guide,, the
shipper, in loading, Otherwise, it is
stated, it is. impossible to determine
how near the minimum carload limit
the shipment will weigh.'- The. complaint 13 signed by Horace Abbott
president; and Charles Chadwlck,. secretary of the wool growers
Admitted on ' Certificate ,
'Ift'theEUpr'eme court today the'fol-rowfeg- !
En-cin-

wWe!:Eilinttted to practlcl!fn'
New Mexico on certificates from other
states: Julian O. Seth of Albuquerque, Clifton Matthews of Roswell,

William J. Barker of Santa Fe, James
Royall of Silver City and R. B. Powell of Silver City. All but Mr. Powell
were present this morning and signed the constitution of the association.
Powell was given six months in which
to appear at the Supreme court
clerk's office and sign. The bar examination was completed today
when the oral part was given. In
addition to the 15 names mentioned
yesterday as taking the examination,
Charles C. Kennedy of Ancho, and
George Lougee of Santa Fe, took the
examination to be admitted to the
bar. The board of bar examiners is
examining and marking the papers

1914.

15,

today and expects to announce the
results tomorrow.
Four Bridges to Be Bui't
e
The county commissioners of
county have decided to build
four new bridges In that county and
are accordingly advertising fqr bids
for same. One of the bridges will be
located two miles below Fort Sumner,
one at Fort Sumner, one at Puerto de
Luna and the other at Antonchico.
Difference

A
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Working Hours

In

:

A man's working day Is 8 hours.
His body organs must work perfectly 24 hours to keep him fit for 8 hours
work.
Weak, sore, Inactive kidneys
can not do
They must, be sound
-

it

and healthily active all the time. Foley Kidney Pills will make them so.
You cannot take them Into your system without good results following.
O. G. Schaefer and Red Cross Drug
Store.

JEWELER.

Adv.

NEW YORK STOCK EXCHANGE
New York, Jan. 15. The advance in
the market today, embracing Both Inassembled at the Commonwealth club
Market vestment and speculative stocks, reCattle,
receipts 2,000.
in this city today for a three days' strong. Prime fed steers $8.609.15; flected a more hopetut sentiment resession, promises to be a highly' inter- dressed beef steers $7.408.50; west- garding financial and commercial In'southern terests. News that necessary financesting as well as a large and Influen- ern steers $6.758.75;
tial gathering. Delegates represent- steers $68.10; cows $4.257.50; ing for some of the large railroads
ing every section of California were heifers $6.509; stockers and feeders was belug arranged satisfactorily, anu
on hand when the meeting began its $5.758; bulls $3.257. 25; calves unconfirmed reports that various large
"
deliberations. The special object of $6.5011.
.
corporations were coining to terms
.
the congress is to devise a plan for
Sheep, receipts 7,0w. Market stea- with the government 'gave a stimulus
the comprehensive development of ca- dy.'" Lambs $7.508.25;
yearlings to the upward movement. There were
nal and river transportation from the $6.257.25; wethers $5.406; ewes indications of investment buying,
inland district of California to the $55.60.
Such selling as themarket had to
contend with came from professional
coast, with a view particularly to the
further development of the Sacramento
CHICAGO BOARD OF TRADE ; soUrce'J, In the way of profit taking.
and San Joaquin Valleys. The need
Chicago, Jan. 15. Protjt taking by Eairl gains of 1 to 2 points were reof holders gave the wheat market today duced before noon, but the market
for such development
paramount' importance because of the a setback. Opening figures were ; a heid up above yesterday's close. Bonds
cent lower, and there was were strong.
great influx of Immigrants that Is ex- 3hade to
pected to follow the opening of the an additional sag later. Closing prices
Activity in the Can shares strength-ne- d
'
Panama-canal- .
were nervous, jVs cent lower to y&0Vi
the special giuup and some of
'
"
v- cent
up, compared with prices last the low priced railroad stocks also ad"
&.o
-.
... Women and Wet Feet
vanced. Buying of Pennsylvania stifnight
Cold and wet feet are a dangerous
m.ijd weather weaken- fened the general eastern railroad Let
Unseasonably
combination especially to women, and
ed corn, prices started a sixteenth
Renewed buying of Steel and Southcongested kidneys often result. Backoff, and continued to descend. ern Pacific, which reached nigh levache, urinary Irregularities and rheu- to
matic fevers are not unusual results. The close was steady
cent off els, kept the general market intact
the regular to
Foley Kidney Pills restore
last despite the pressure of profit taking.
cent
with
compared
up
'
and normal action of kidneys and
.
The market closed anting. Demand
night.
bladder and remove the cause of the
Oats suffered from lack of demand. for stocks; wag unabated and prices
trouble. Contain no habit forming
end. Active shares
drugs. O. G. Schaefer and Red Cross
First sales of provisions varied froni rose steadily
'
Drug Store. Adv.
last night's level to 124 .higher,, but gained '1 to' 2 points. The last sales
' i,:
.
f
on
were:
the, bulge,, and
A good remedy for a bad cough is packers unloaded
In
decided
a
was
74
there
reaction.
Copper
Amalgamated
BALLARD'S HOREHOUND SYRUP,
.
106
The
clooing
Sugar
quotations
it heals the lungs and quiets Irritation.
37
Atchison
Price 25c, 50c and $1.00 per bottle. were:
112
Northern
Pacific
88.-May
Wheat,
July
Sold by Central Drug Co. Adv.
i
Corn, May
July
Reading .
170,
93
Southern Pacific
KANSAS CITY LIVE STOCK
Oats, May
A
July
158
Kansas City, 'jan. 15. Hogs, rePork, Jan. $21.60; May $21.70. . Union Pacifio
62&
Lard, Jan. $11.05; May $11.32.' United States Steel
ceipts 7,500. .Market 5 to 10 cents
109
United States Steel, pfd.
Ribs, May $11.62.
higher. Bulk $77908.30; heavy $8.20
TO DEVELOP WATERWAYS
8.35; packers and butchers $f.10
San Francisco, Calif., Jan. 15. The 8.35; lights $7.85)8.20; pigs $7
Internal Waterways congress, '' which 7.50.
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are many reasons for our success in business and the
THERE increase each
year. It has always been our main
object to treat everyone alike, to deal honestly in all our transactions. Keeping the quality and style up to the highest stand-arhave been two other objects kepttforemost in- our selections.
We Handle Only the Best Merchandise Obtainable
d

Honest advertising is one of ourstrong points, never to
misrepresent an Item with catch phrases; to back up each and
every assertion just as itf appeared in the "ad."
'
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Here ere

65c

I

31
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d
and $1.25
bocker Pantg for
BoySi Your Choice

49c

89c

Knicker-Lme-

Closes

Saturday Night
1--

10 Yds.
Amoskeag Outing
Flannel for

14

Off

3

OFF

95c
Stetson
Shoes for Hen

i-- 3

1--

;

1--

'.

4

4

Off
Ail

OFF

Novelty

All

White Piece

Tiia

Store of Quality"
u

--

Maco
, Women's
Hose' in aU sizes,fl

:

ISW'Oft
All
j

:

wear

35c Value

Embroidery
I :n& Lace

Muslin Underwear I;

Under"

oh

,

All Ribbed

Winter

lSpdl?

Sale of "Undermuslins"
and "White doods"

$1.00

Short Silk
Gloves. Per
pair

"

'

i

Specials Offered for JaoIS.

Pay-da- y

'

,

BoeOiied Clock
Stop?

Gau-dalup-

to

self-intere-

short-sighte-

JANUARY

Silks

Goods

Low

Shoes

Iron
Glsd Stockinis

"

. .,

E.LASVECAS

Rih and

Nil-I-

LAS VEGAS DAILY OPTIC,

We" again offer our patrons
the choicest selection ot underwear in muslin, cambric, nainsook and crepe ranging as fol-

in mil run
u UILL IUH

Mrs. OHie Shearer, midwife. Hotel
Komaine. Adv.
W. J. McDonald of Albuquerque was
a business visitor in Las Vegas today.

William Nohr came in yesterday afternoon from Watrous for a short business visi
Sheriff Jtoman Gallegos left this
afternoon for Ribera on a short busi-s- s
" '
visit.
Milnor Rudulph, a well known resident of Mora, was a business visitor
here today.
Mrs. M. A. Brennan left this afternoon for Raton where she will vlsft
'
for a short time.
Mr. and Mrs. Robfirt Parker'of Hall's
Peak, N. M., were Visitors with friends
in Las Vegas today,
Mrs. B. Hasfcel of KlbeTa, N. M.,
came in last night for a few days
visit in Las Vegas.
B. E. PInkering of Lincoln, N. M.,
was a business visitor here today. He
arrived in the city last night.
C. C. Pierce came in last night from
his home in Santa Fe arid, will be a
visitor in Las Vegas for a short time.
Mrs. Blain Gellume of Kansas City,
Mo., arrived In J3J Vegaff last night
for a several days' visit wftb. friends.
for
O. P.. Zottman, representative
Albuat
Piano
company
the Baldwin
querque, was a business visitor "in
Las Vegas today.
,
Mr. and Mrs. O. R. Owen of Port
Morgan, Colo., came in last night and
will be visitors in Las egas for the
next few days.
,
Mr. and Mrs. J. W. Johnson and
arMiss Nellie Nushaum of Santa-?rived in Las Vegas last night in an
automobile for a few days' stay.
George Arnot, connected with the
firm of Arnot and Comany, live stock
commissioners of Albuquerque, came
in last night for a short business visit
in Las Vegas.
Dr. and Mrs. H. Hassell of Chicago
left this afternoon for Los Angeles.
They have been guests at the Valmora
sanitarium near Watrous for the past
several weeks.
E. A. Allen, formerly engaged in
the stock business at Emporia, Kan.,
returned to Las Vegas last night and
'will locate here permanently.. Mr. Allen has made arrangements for the
purchase of land in this vicinity.

Carlsbad, N, .M., Jan. 15. The
grand jury, which submitted its report today, exonerated the EdJy
county officials from any corruption,
following an, investigation of county
records growing qut of the report of
State Traveling Auditor Howell Earnest, in which gross Irregularities were
charged by that official.
The grand Jury was regularly empaneled Monday, with Elliott Hendricks, a large cattle man and president of the National bank of Carlsbad, as foreman. T. C. Webb, man
ager, of the Peoples Dry Goods company, was made clerk. It was in session for three days, adjourning this
afternoon after returning eight true
hills and four "no bills."
District Attorney Scott presented
to the grand jury the report of Traveling Auditor Earnest oa the condition of the records of the county, and
a thorough investigation of the books
of. all officials' wasr made. The report
of the 'grand Jury isas follows:
"To the Honorable Edward L. Med- ler, Judge of the Third Judicial
District, Sitting Within and, For
the County of Eddy in the Fifth
Judicial District of the State of
J'';;"
New Mexico:
of
the grand
"We, the members
the
for
January
empaneled
jury,
term of the district court in and for
the county of Eddy, state of New
Mexico, hereby eubmit the following
" h"
report:
"We have been In session three
days and have diligently investigated
all matters Coming before us, and
during the course of our investigation
have examined 39 witnesses and
have turned into court eight true
bills and four no bills. We have examined the books of the various
county officials and are pleased to
report that they are in good order.
"We wish to Call attention to the
vault room in the treasurer's office.
We find that the treasurer does not
have the proper vault facilities for
the
protection'of the books and rec
EEET PRICES REDUCED
ords of his office. We recommend
Denver, Jan. 15. The Grsat Western that the county commissioners pro
Sugar company, which in 1913 operat vide in some satisfactory manner bet
ed nine of the 14 refineries in Colo- ter facilities for the keeping of these
rado, today announced its schedule of records.-,
h
Tieet prices for this year. The price
"We find that lit has not bsen an
for beets testing 12 to 14 per cent established custom for all persons
sugar is $4.75 a ton, a decrease of 25 who are required to pay occupation
cents. For beets testing 14 to
taxes or other special licenses as pro
per cent, the reduction is 27 cents vided by the state laws, to be notiSimilar reductions are made in the fied that the same were due and pay
prices for other grades.
able, and we recommend that the
i
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59c
LOT 5 Drawers, Gowns, Princess Slips, Skirts and Combi-

nation Suits, Jl values at-7LOT 6 Drawers, Gowns, Princess Slips, Skirts and Combination Suits, $1.25 values
at 1.98c
LOT 7 Drawers, Gowns, Princess Slips, Skirts and Combination Suits, $1.59 and $1.75
values at
$1.25
9c

HOFFMAN & GRAUBARTII
The Popular Price Store

Phone Mata 104

proper officials be instructed to enforce this provision of the law.
"We have examined the Jail and
find everything connected with it to
be In first class sanitary condition.
The prisoners kra well ,;fed and are
receiving good care' ami attention, "We have examined the county
school euperintendeiUjiand the, superintendent of the city schools and find
that they are doing their duty with
reference to the enforcement of tbft
compulsory school law and that the
schools are being well conducted. We
recommend that the county superinand
tendent of schools establish
maintain his office in the county Beat
and that he notify the public that
his office will be open during the "last
week of every calendar month for the
purpose of taking up any business
that may come before him, and that
when he has established the office as
recommended and notifies the public
that his office will be"ffpen during the
time specified, that the county commissioners proceed to pay him any
accrued allowance on salary" and expenses and to pay him from time to
time such allowance en salary as may
be due him in the same proportion
that the other county officers receive
theiir payments.
"We have examined the traveling
auditor's report of recent date, concerning the various county officials
of Eddy county and. the condition of
the county finances presented to us
hy the district attorney, antt while yre
find there are some irregularities in
the conduct of the officials of Eddy
county, we attribute them as necessarily incident to the change trom
territorial government .to statehood
and the failure of the late legislature
and the governor to provide a salary
bill for county officials; but we do
not find any of the county officials of
Eddy county to have acted corruptly
in office or in any way which would
call for any action of this grand jury
removal
to present
proceedings
from
them
office, and we beagainst
lieve the affairs of Eddy county, in
view of all the circumstances, to be
well conducted.
"We wish to thank the various officers with whom we have come" in
contact for courtesies and attentions
extended. Thus having finished our
labors, we respectfully request that
we 'be discharged."

STRIKE IE4DEB8 GIVE

Ever try Aunt
Jemima's, for Waffles?
If you haven't, there's
a good time cominer. For

Aunt Jemima's

is simoTv

UP TO THE OFFICERS

ATTACKS IN A BIG HALL,
THEY SURRENDER

great

golden brown and
so delicious-lookin- g
that the mere sifrht
of them makes you 'hungry. f
'ft Eisiest things imaginable to 'stir up. too.
can nave a uuwi oi oatier ready ard iri,
iouwarlle-iroin no time. And my stars!
the
how the folks do love 'em. Have them for
breakfast.
Your grocer has Aunt Jemima's in the
bright red package. Save the top and
get the funny Rag Dolls for the kiddies.
thistle-dow- n

'

ns

w's

Johannesburg, Jan. 15. Secretary
Bain of the South African Feder
ation of Trades and his band of 300
comrades, who had barricaded them
selves In the Trades Hall here since
Tuesday, surrendered unconditionally
to the police today. Bain and ten
other leaders were lodged in jail.
r
A
field gun trained
on. the Trades Hall proved a"h irresistible argument to Bain and his companions. The government authorities
gave them a quarter of an hour In
which to yield, informing them that If
they did not do bo they would be
buried beneath the ruins of their fortress. After a brief conference they
surrendered.
seven-pounde-
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we have that can he turned
Truly yours,
ready cash.
BROWN EROS. BROKERAGE

Into

PEOPLES BANK'

CO.

By R. H. Brown.
Since pinto beans are so extensively raised in New Mexico, partic,

.

ularly upon the dry farming lands,
the Commercial club is of the opinion that the farmers of San Miguel
and Mora counties can benefit themselves and Las Vegas by raising
them in large quantities. The club's
committee will instruct the farmers
when to plant the beans and how to
raise them successfully. It is likely
that a competent dry farming expert
will be brought here to hold a meeting at which such instruction will be
given.

Commends Silo Activities
When it was brought to the attention of the directors that a committee of business men had decided to
aid the farmers in erecting silos, al
ready having made arrangements to
finance several of these effective
crop storers, a. hearty commendation
of the committee was brought forth.
The directors expressed the opinion
that in no better way could the farm
ers be encouraged and assisted, as
by the use of silos tney will be enabled ty .produce a large "ampunl; .of
dairy products, for which ...there, .1(S
an Inexhaustible demand In the Las
;Vegas market,
Resolutions , endorsing the committee and urging it to extend it ac
tivities, both in San Miguel and Mora
counties , were passed unanimously.
t Yf ant Bevee System Extended
The subject of paving was brought
up and discussed. The directors in
formally approved the paving of the
entire East side, tut suggested that
the sewer systqm first should be
completed. Accordingly a resolution
urging the city council to extend the
sewer system to cover the entire
city and to build a suitable disposal
works was passed. This resolution
will be presented to the city council
at its next meeting, which is sched- ,

uled to occur on Wednesday of next
week.
Auditor Makes Report
Robert L. M. Ross, who) had been
engaged to audit the books of the
club during the secretaryship of W.
Hugh Stark, who resigned last Octo

ber, reported the cash balanced to
He said Mr. Stark ' could
have made some Improvement in his
system of bookkeeping, but that the
books showed the club's money handled honestly and all funa-- accounted for. Mr. Ross' report was ac
cepted. The directors appointed Di
rector Ideu as a committee of one
to perfect a better System of bookkeeping.
Finances In Good Shape
Secretary Leo Tipton reported the
club's finances lu good condition. He
said there is stillabout $75 to collect on current dues, which, when secured, will enable the club to meet
practically all its Indebtedness, The
organization ila, meeting all current
bills, but has a few old debts, which
w.iljbe paid off as rapidly as possi
ble.. ,,The secretary's report showed
the club to be in the best financial
condition it has enjoyed for years.
The directors passed a motion order'
ing the secretary to prepare a baU
ance sheet to be submitted at each
.monthly meeting, in order that the
directors might know the exact financial Btanding of the organization.

a welterweight pugilist of Davenport,
Iowa, who was rendered unconscious
after being struck several low blows
in a fight with. Barney Richter last
night," was reported out of danger
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Scottish Rite Reunion
....
18th. to 24th.. 1914
January

Tickets on
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Less 20 per Cent From Above
Prices for Spot Cash

To the Ladies of Greater
Las Vegas, January 1, 1914:
Here Is an opportunity of re- placing your missing pieces in
Dinnerware and your worn out
Kitchen Utenslle at less than
Eastern cost Come early
assortments are broken.

5, 10 and 25

LOSS OF LIFE
f

OF JAPANESE VOLCANIC
TOLL
ERUPTION TOO GREAT FOR
TOTALS TO BE GIVEN

Asrxt

n

:

ALL WOSK DONE AT OlfH SifOP

GUARANTEED FOE ITS PERFECTWESS

The Las Vegas Automobile
and Machine Shop

DINNERVARE

Only

BATCHELOR,

For the best on the market today see us.
Miller Non-Skior plain thread. Michelin tubes
and tires and Fiske tires and everything needed for the auto.

SENSATIONAL

For Spot Cash

sale January 17th. to 21ih. inc. 1911. Final
i
return limit, January 27th., 1911
-

Masons Make a Donation

SALE

a TRUST CO.
'

a cent.

Correspondence from the Masonic
Building association, offering to make
a donation to the club of f 50 monthly
during the period for which the organization holds a lease on the quarters in the Masonic Temple, provided the club "will continue to furnish
heat for the building, was Introduced.
This plan is to be considered as having gone intd effect November 1,
1913.
The directors voted to accept
the proposition, pay off all back rent
and receive the Masons' donation to
the advertising fund. The lease on
the quarters expires October 31, of
this ryear.
To Keep In Touch With Farmers
The directors Instructed the sec
retary to secure a list of the farm,
ers in San Miguel, Mora and Guada
lupe counties in order that the club,
from time to time, might send them
information and bulletins and keep
In touch with them for the mutual
assistance of the agriculturists and
the commercial organization.
A Letter from Lubln
A letter from the Lubln Motion
Picture Manufacturing company of
2U per cent off on all Din- Philadelphia was read by Secretary
1 Tipton. The Lubln company thanknerware, Crockery or
ed tne club for its assistance to DiGranileware
rector Romaine Fielding, Twho had
of its western company, which
charge
1 set Cups and Saucers
75c
here several months last
operated
1 set
75o
Plates
Soup
summer
and
fall, and suggested that
1 set
Dinner Plates..75c
Mr. Fielding might return herewith
1 set
Dinner Plates 60c
his company during the coming sum1 eet
25c
Side Dishes
mer. The secretary was Instructed
1 eet
30o
Pie Plates
to
correspond with the big motion
35c
Covered Sugars.
picture
manufacturing companies of
15c
Cream Pitchers the
j'country and show them' Xa,s
Vlier-PItcher..;:atL?3f
advantages to producers' of
Vegas'
25c
dozen Sauce Dishes
high grade films.
.25o
Meat Platters:- Considerable other business, mostLipped White Sauce Pans 6c
of a routine nature, was transactly
Windsor Sauce Pan and
and the directors concluded their
ed,
75c
Cover
meeting shortly after W o'clock.
busy
Porrige Pot and Cover.69c
'
A Good Attendance
76c
Roll Rim Dish Pan
'
were president Southard,
Present
15c
Seamless Dippers
and Directors M.
Tipton
Secretary
Lined
Coffee
Blue White
M. Padgett, N. O. Hermann, Clar.
.50c
Pots ence Iden, William Springer David
Blue Wrhite Lined Tea Pots.65c
J.
Leahy, Thomas Ross, Maurice Dan- Blue White Lined Porridge
and Charles Greenclay. The
Pots
.60c ziger
F. O. Blood, Stephen
other
directors,
Blue White Lined Chambers.75c
G. Haydon, are
and
William
Powers
Blue White Lined Water
'
'
;
from
the
absent
city.
75c
Pails
Blue Wrhite Lined Sauce
Tote'
ESTIMATE OF
Blue White Lined Roasters.?!
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FIGHTER BADLY HURT
Racine, Wis., Jan. IS. Jack Racer,
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!
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AFTER SUCCESSFULlV RESISTING

i
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(Continued From Pag

35c

Corset Covers, Drawers, Gowns and Skirts, 65c
43c
values at
LOT
Gowns and
Skirts," 75c and 85c values
LOT

1914.

will be open until 8 o'clock this evenino' for
the accomodation of Railroad employe

21o

Corset Covers and
Drawers, 40c and 50c values
LOT

bus-jne-

e

.

at -

15,

PINTO.

BEJS

1
Corset Covers and
Drawers, 25c and 35c values

& if"'
t
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NOT AS BAD AS EARNEST
DECLARED

-
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lows:
LOT
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URGE RAISING OF

Annual White Goods Sale

GRAND JURY HAS

PERSONALS

THURSDAY,

have returned to the city. All their
houses are In ruins, and the returning refugees are compelled to camp
in the open spaces. The warships
brought a large stock of food and
supplies, which are being freely dispensed.
The property loss in this city is
immense. The clearing away of ashes and debris has not gone far enough
to allow even an approximate estimate of the loss of human life.
A group of 33 refugees was rescued from amid a great waste of steaming lava at the foot of the volcano
of SakuraJima today. , Their escape
was little short of miraculous. With
their rescue no living Deing remained,
so far as known, on the entire island
r
'
of Sakura.
' '

America Would Assist
Washington, Jan. 15. On receiving
further details of the earthquake and
tidal wave In Japan, President Wilson
today sent a second cablegram to the
emperor of Japan, as follows:
"Permit me again to express the
'
deep sympathy which the American
people feel for their" sister nation,
Japan. Their hearts go 'out to the!
thousands upon whom suffering and
disaster have come so suddenly and
in so terrible a form. Is there any way
in which we can helpT

THE PAINTERS EASILY
GAME ON Y. M. C. A. ALLEYS
FEATURED BY WHITE'S
HIGH SCORES

you hope to' sleeps
have ;i iiVIinc thrnst that kfipnu von
awake? JuBt take Foley's Honey and
xar Compound. It will check., the
emitrh and sfnn ttiA tlfl;liri! spnsnHnii
at once. Docs not upset the stomach,
is best for children and grown per
sons, u. u. sciiaefer ana Red Cross
Adv.

GENERAL

WAGNER DEAD

IS

The Painters may paint, but they
can't play boxball, at least they
didn't last night, Those Baskettos-ser- s
just naturally ran away from
them, coming into the clear with 213
pins to the good. White (not a
Painter) cama out with the best
score of the evening, with 210 and
also with the best average of 190.
Following" is the score:
Painters, 1,350
'

Brown

.

'

Ellis
Peterson

Winters'
White
caeweit

Baskettossers,

J
i
-

130

120
160

ISO

162

127

142
IS 5
173

442 407 6C1
1,563
ISO 175 3S3.
173, 210' 1871

ios

502 623
of
Teams
the
Standing

j.'.,.

63S

t

Total Pins

HIghrollers Baskettossers Preachers
Do you Painters

.lust whe

Drug Store.

BASKETTGSSEHS DEFEAT

3,01S
2,9!)S
2,933-

iU.l;....

Buzzwagotuf 1"
I'1
Dormdwellers'

2,703
1,185

'

"BATES" WILL; PLAY''
- Cincinnati,'
13. OutKtlJi'r
Jan.

Johnny BaVs.to4ay signed a one year
contract to play with the Cincinnrs.
National league team.

15. General
Jan.
Philadelphia,.
BROOKLYN PLAYERS SI5N
Louis Wagner, commander-inchie- f
of
New York, Jan. 15. The ffsisca
the Grand Army of the Republic in
of fouf more plajers werfl r
1880, died suddenly at his home liere
' "
coived br the Brooklyn tosefcsili cl:;
today aged 76.
today. Otto Miller Bigned for
Joints th.it ache, muscif-- that are years; George Cutsdiaw, two; I":;, '.?'
drawn or contracted hou!d he treat- Brown, two, mn! proffer, cno.
SN'OW LINIed with BALLARD'S
HONU
MENT.
.7 c
It penetrates to the
,
Alboriu'-TqitesufN.
where it is needed and
215 K. Ceiilral
fering. Price 25c, 50c end $1.00 per
23 Yern-- Practical Er
bottle. Bold by Central Drug Co.

Kagoshima, Japan, Jan. 15. Tele- frrrphic coumunication between this
city and the rortb. was restored this
evening. The officers of the cruiser
squadron sent by the Japanese government have taken charge of the
situation and are rapidly restoring a
semblance of order along the water
front.
Many of the people of Kagoshlma Adv.

con-trac- ts

tt-r-

Bt
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E. A. JONES?

W. W
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duct and what the coubumer lu the
city pays for it. To tliis end, we have
been, discussing th'e
running 'of a
pick-urefrigerator car on certain divisions of the line so that small lota of
nrodue could be shipped, but it Is by
no means certain that it can successful be done, or that the alleged large
profit made by the middleman can be
eliminated. After all, this' profit Is
not so very large Jn the case of the
Individual, but arises mainly from the
fact that there are so many mfddlo-meand that business Ts done upon
different lines from that which It
took. When, for Instance, the
housewife buys a .package of oatmeal,
for 25 cents, she is getting about three
centa worth of oatmeal, the rest being fancy package, advertising the mid
dleman's profit, and cost of delivery at
the door. In the old days she used
to go to the store with a basket, an'd
the igroceryman would take ber oatmeal out of a barrel; now she brants
it put up in a sanitary package with
somebody's brand on it.
"Also, in the old days the peas and
beans and potaotes that were used in
our smaller towns and there were
not many large ones were raised In
the immediate suburbs and brought
to the city in the nioijuing by the farmer in bis own wagon and delivered
to your groceryman or marketman:
conditions are now such that that
cannot longer be done in our large
cities, and the result Is that farmers
are located at a long distance away
and must have an agency of sdfhe kind
in the city through which they ship.
Moreover, we are continually enlarging our wants, and the family living
in Boston Is now accustomed to eat
melons raised In Colorado, oranges
raised in California and bananas raised
in Central America, to say nothing of
the thousand other things, each of
which constitutes a large business in
itself, and each of which must be
handled by specialized Industrie
p

11,
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THIS
HE DIFFERS
FROM PRESIDENT MELLEN,
LATE OF NEW HAVEN

IN

Mr. Mellen, late of the New York,
Mew Haven and Hartford railway, In
Eiving testimony before the interstate
(commerce commission, is reported to
fiave said he did not know many of
Ins subordinates, not even Ma general
(superintendent. If Mr. Mellen had

iursced the same relationship with
liis officers and employes as does
president E. P. Riplfey with the me inters of the Santa Fe family, and with
the public, possibly the New Haven
line would have avoided mffoh of the
prlef which now involves it.
President Ripley, although a strict
fHsclplinarian, enjoys the confidence of
bis officers and employes because he
fcomea Into personal contact with
Hhem, and Is willing to exchange views
pwith them. N. M. Cochrell, agent for
Santa Fe at Guthrie, lately communicated to President Rpiley the
of an Oklahiman pencil
complaint
grower whose fancy Elbortas netted
iira less than the cost of production.
IMr. Ripley promptly wrote to
his
(Guthrie agent, outlining a plan by
fwhich, he believed, the peach grower
land farmers similarly situated might
fce able to overcome their difficulties.
;
"Traffic officials of the Santa Fe,'
liald Mr. Riley In Mb letter to Agent
.Cochrell, "have been qnsiderlng for
Jiome time how it Is possible to narrow the difference In price between
the fanner receives for his pro
(wi

VZ3At CAIUY OPTIC, THURSDAY,

Therefore it becomes aomcThing more
than a simple problem to provide for
the shipment of the farmer's produce
with the least manipulation eii route
to the table of the consumer.
"As nearly as I am able to figure
the subject out, the immediate remedy lies In an organization of producers
under which as a body they can deal
with some one man In each town, and
can ship either carloads or part of(
carloads to him regularly, trusting him
to dispose of them to Ihe best possible
advantage. The orange growers of
California had these BtfTculties to
contend with before they organized,
and their success dates from the time
of their organization. I think the
same can bo said of most of the dealers who have tried combination. It Is
a big problem and not easy of solution, and all w e can do is to lend our
best efforts to it. The railroad com-anhas certain limitations which It
cannot very well, transgress."
Employes' Pensions
Details of a new pensiou plan for
its 33,000 employes have been Issued
in pamphlet form by the Pullman
company and have been received in
Topeka. Under its conditions employes who reach the age of 70 ears and
have been 20 years In the 'service of
the company will be pensioned at the
rate of 1 per cent for each year of
service of the average monthly pay received during the last full year ot employment. The lowest pension allow
ance is fixed at $15 a month. Employ
es who have been 20 or more yeaFs in
the service and have been disabled
may be retired and pensioned. Women
may be1 retired at the age of 65 years.
No man1 or woman over 45 years ot
age will be hired hereafter unless by
special arrangement. More than t.OOO
men employed as porters will be
among those entitled to come urtpi
the provisions of the plan.
at
d
The pension system
the suggestion of J. S. Runnells, pres
y

was-adopte-

(r

JANUARY

idout of th company, and will Be ad
ministered by a, board composea
i
Richmond Dmn, William Hough,
Kramer, Louis S. Hungerford and
Louis S. Taylor.
Increase in Surplus Cars
The current bulletin of the American
Railway association on car surpluses
and shortages discloses that there
were 190,521 surplus freight cars on
various lines January 1. This is an in
crease of 83,008 cars, as compared
with the total December 15 last. Wfttle
it indicates a marked recession in the
volume of tonnage handled
by the
railroads, railway officials point out
thp the report covers the holiday period and that the total two weeks
hence should foe a better index of business conditions. It is the largest
number of surplus cars that has been
erported since March 1, 151T, Trtleff he
total was over 200,0u0. There were
more than 400,000 surplus" cars on various American railways April 29,

1914.
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RESTAURANT

CHAPMAN

COLU MN
RATES

TOR CLASSIFIED ADVER-

TISEMENTS

LODGE NO. 2, A. F. & FRATERNAL
BROTHERHOOD
N
102 Meets
A. M. Regular comevery Monday night At
munication first and O. R. C. hall, on Douglas avenue s4
in 8 o'clock.
third Thursday
Visiting members are
each month, visiting dlally welcome. J. c. WerU, Freak
brothers cordially in dent; J. T. Buhler. Secretary; O.
A
vited. Guy M. Cary, W. M., H. S. Van Baily, Treasurer.

Petten, Secretary.
Meets first and third Tuesday evenings each month at Woodmen hall. Visiting brothers cordial,
ly invited to attend. C. N. Douglas,
W. P.; Nicholas Cordova Secretary.

F. O. E.

LAS VEGAS COMMANDERY, NO. t,
Five cent per lino each Insertion.
r
KNIGHTS TEMPLAA
Estimate six ordinary word to a line.
Turn-daconclave
No ad to occupy lesa space than two
in each menU at Un-on- l
lines
All advertisement
charaed
m. O. H.
at 7:I
Tempi
will be booked at space actually set
KlakeL
Reg-t4ila-

y

. O.; Cbas. Tanrae,
without regard to number of word.
Included in the increase of 83,00? Cash In advlnce preferred.
cars, are 30,669 box, 4.268 flat, 36,lu0
LAS VEGAS CHAPTER NO. 3, ROYcoal and gondola, and 11,971 miscella
AL ARCH MASONS Regular con
neous cars. Compared with the same
vocation first Monday in
period a, year ago, the present surplus
each month at Masonic
shows an increase of 139,862 cafs
Temple at 7:30 p. m. p.
The total shortage January 1 had been
A. Brinegar, H. P.; p. o.
reduced to 1,671 cars, the smallest for
Blood, Secretary.
several years, and a decrease under
the total for the same period a year
O. O. F. LAS VEGAS LODGE NO
1. Meets every
ago of 31,930.
Monday evening at
OPTIC NUMBER, MAIN L
their hall on Sixth street All iwHn.
brethren cordially Invited to atteud
Best Cough Medicine for Children
v. u. rne, w. O.; Gus Lehman, V.
G.;
"I am very glad to say a few words
T.
M. Elwood,
In praise of Chamberlain's
Secretary; Karl Werta
Cough
Remedy," writes Mrs. Llda Dewey, FURNISHED
ireasurer; c. V. Hedgeock. Cemeten
716
ROOMS,
Grand Trustee.
Milwaukee, Wis. "I have used It for
Avenue,
years both for my children and my
self and it never fails to relieve and
B. P. O. ELKS Meets second
cure a cough or cold. No family with FOR RENT
and
Cottage In desirable
children should be without It as It
fourth Tuesday evening of each
neighborhood, newly nalnted. na month Elks' borne on
gives almost Immediate relief In cases
Ninth street and
of croup." Chamberlain's Cough Reme
pered, electric lights. Low rate. Douglas avenue.
. Visiting
brothers
which
to
take,
Phone Purple 5301.
dy is pleasant and safe
are cordially Invited. Gov. Wm. J.
Is of great Importance when a medi
cine must be given to young children. FOR RENT
To lady or gentlemaa Mills, Exalted Ruler; D. W. Condon,
For sale by all dealers. Adv.
Secretary.
employed,
comfortable, furnished
room; no health Beekera. phone
KNIGHTS AND LADIES OF SECURPurple 5301.
ITY COUNCIL NO. 2390. Meets in
W. O. W. hall, Sixth street, on the
LARGE, airy room, comfortably fur
first and third Mondays of each
nished, 803 Jackson, corner Eighth
month at 8 p. m. Visiting Knights and
street. Phone Main 313.
Ladles always welcome. O. L. Flers-man- ,
President; A. D. Tillman, FinanMrs.
A. V. Morrow, Local Deputy,
cier;
Czslo
908 Jackson avenue; Z. W. Montague,
Assistant Deputy, 1011 Sixth street,
GOOD sewing machine for sale
cheap East Las Vegas, N. M.
Troy Hotel.
l
r.

1908.

,

LOCAL TIME CARD
East Bound
Arrive

For Rent

7:45 p. m.
7:20 p.
4. ...11:54 p. m
11:59 p. m.
8
2:30 a. m.
2:25 a. m
2:Q0 p. m
10.... 1:35 p. m
West Bound

Arrive
No.
No.
No.
No.

1

3....
7....
9....

1:10
6:35
4:20
6:35

Meets second and
fourth Thursday
evening eack
month at W. O. W. hall. Vlsltlni
ACCOMMODATIONS for a few more brothers cordially Invited. Howard T
boarder's at Nelson Lavls, Dictator; P. A. Linn Secretary
gentleman
Ranch, Mineral Hill. Phone Olive J. E. ROSENWALD LODGE NO. 541
1. 0. of B. B.
5581 for terms.
Meets every first Tues
day of the month in the vestry roomi
MEXICAN drawnwork and hand hem of Temple Montefiore at 8 o'clock P
stitching to order. Call afternoons, m. Visiting brothers are cordially In
814 Douglas avenue.
vlted. Isaac Appel, President; Charlei
Greenclay, Secretary.
DR. F. B. HUXMANN

MODERN WOODMEN

-- if you use

EMPRESS
FLOUR

HUNKER & HUNKER
George A. Hunker. Chester A. Haakei
Las Vegas,

or More, Each Del very
2,000 lbs., Each Delivery
to 1,000 lbs. Each Delivery
50 Ibe, to 200 Ibe., Each Delivery
Less than 50 lbs Each Delivery

2,000 lbs.,
1,000 lbs.,
200 Ibe.,

New Merle--

The National Sportsman

Loot

The Woman's Home Companion
McQures

how Much
BetferEMPRESS 9
FLOUR really is.
Made by GERMAN PROCESS
learn

CO

J

ONE COUPON FROM
EMPRESS FLOUR AND
FIVE
STAMPS
BRINGS YOU THE
SPOON
IT 'S
'
GENUINE WM.
ROGERS &
SONS' A A
STANDARD

V:

SILVER
FRENCH.
GREY(STER- LING) FINISH

EMPRESS
can be ok- 0
tained in this city from

ALL GROCERS

RETAIL PEICES

Attorneys-at-La-

n

it 8 giving you
a present tor doing something
you d do any
way when you

i

OF AMERICA

Dentist
Meet in the Forest of Brotherl)
Dental work of any description at
Love at Woodmen oi the World hall
moderate prices
on the second and fourth Mondays 01
Room 1, Center Block, Tel Main lit
each month at 8 p. m. C. H. Stewart
East Las Vegas. New Mexico
Sonsul; G. Laemmle, Clerk; Z. W
Local Deputy.
Vlsltlni
Montague,
Professional Health Culture for Ladles
members are especially welcooe and
MRS. OLLIE SHEARER
General Massage, Hair and Scalp cordially Invited.
Treatment, Facial Massage, ManiKNIGHTS OF COLUMBUS, COUNcure, Chiropody.
CIL NO. 804. Meets second and
Hotel Romalne
Office Hours: 1:30 p. m. to 3:30 p. m. curth Thursday In O. R. C. hall,
Pioneer building. Visiting members
are
cordially invited. Richard Devlne,
ATTORNEYS
G. K.; Frank Angel, F. S. '

Pay us $7.50-I- f you desire the paper by carrier.
Pay us $6.50-I- f you want the paper by mail.
And we will give you your choice of the follow-in- g
magazines for one year:

p. m.
a. m.
p. m.
p. m.

This elegant Rogers'
Silver Spoon

fJllsccllancoua
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SHORT ORDERS AN D REGULAR DINNERS
THE BEST GOODS OBTAINABLE ALWATS HANDLED

Silver mesh purse. Finder
return to Bacharach Brothers and
receive reward.

LOST

to

........20o

per

1CI

Ifefc

25c per 10f lbs.

.

.M..M.M30c

per 10fl lbs.
per 1tt lbs.
60c per Iff Ik

.......... M. ..40c

AGUA PUR A COMPAN- Y-

Harvesters, Btorers, and Distributors of Natarat Ice, tie Parity B2!
Lasting Qualities ot Walea Have Hade Las Vegan famons.
OFFICE 701 DOUGLAS AVENUE

LAST AND WILL AND TESTA-

MENT
of Emile Pendaries Rudulph, deceas
ed.

State of New Mexico, County of San
Miguel.
Office of

the Probate Clerk, Coun
ty of San Miguel, N. M.
To All Whom It May Concern, Greet
ing:
You are hereby notified that the
2nd day of March A. D. 1914, has
been fixed by the Honorable Probate
Court, in and for the County and
State aforesaid, as the day to prove
the last will and testament of said
Emille Pendaries1 Rudulph, deceased,
In Testimony Whereof, I have here
unto set my hand and affixed the
seal of the Probate Court this 9 th
day of January A. T. 1914. :
LORENZO DELGADO,
(Seal)
Clerk of the Probate Court.
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witEouf Introduction

the country."
"Aaron, tell Sambo to saddle
der," he ordered.
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Zappl and
at the Chateau. The
agrees to care for the Marquis'
on while the former goes to America.
CHAPTER VIII Francois shows mark-a- d
attention to Marquis
because
he once saved the life ofZappi
the general.
The Marquis before leaving for America
,asks the boy to be a friend of his son.
JTrancols solemnly promises.
CHAPTER TX Francois goes to the
Chateau to live. Marquis Zappl dies
leaving Pietro as a ward to the general.
Alixe, Pietro and Francois meet a
trange boy who proves to be Prince
Xouis Napoleon. Francois saves his life.
VII-Mar- quls

on, Pietro, arrive

CHAPTER X The general discovers
"Francois loves Alixe, and extracts Drom- Jse from him that he will not interfere
etween the girl and Fletro.
CHAPTER XIV Francois Is a prisof the Austrl&ns for five years, In
castle owned by Pietro In Italy. Ho
discovers In his guRrd one of Plctro's old
family servants and through him sends
"word to his friends of his plight.
CHAPTER XV-- Th
general. Allxe and
Tletro hear from Francois and plan his
rescue.

oner

the

i

CHAPTER XVI Francois as a guest
f the Austrian governor of the castle
prison Inspects the Interior of .the wine
cellar of the Zappls.
'
CHAPTER XVTT Francois receives a
note from Pietro explaining In detail how
to escape from his prison. He starts and
reaches .the, wine cellar.
.., , ... v
CHAPTER XI Francois goes to Italy
as secretary to Pietro. He has an inter-- ,
view with Alixe before leaving and nearly reveals his love for her.
CHAPTER XII Queen Hortense plans
the escape of her son Louis Napoleon by
disguising him and Marquis Zappi as her
lackeys.
CHAPTER
takes Mar-auZappl's place, who is 111, in the
of
Hortense
and Louis. Dressed
scape
as Inils' brother Francois lures the
Austrlans from the hotel allowing the
Prince and his mother to escape,
XTTI-Frnn- cols

is

CHAPTER XVIII Francois
escape
through a secret passage from the wine
cellar. AUxe awaits him on horseback
and leads him to his friends on board
the American sailing vessel, the "Lovely

lucy."

,
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here "fie Is" StrandeS
in a strange country with his fortune
to make, and no assets but a title.
It's little that will help him in the
states!"
Colonel Hampton glanced over to
see If she were listening to his words
of wisdom; he liked an attentive audience. He was enchanted with, her
She had dropped knife
expression.
and fork and, with her blue eyes
stretched wide, her white teeth shining, was drinking In his sentences.
"Father! Is Prince Louis in Nor
How can it be?
folk?
Monsieur
Beaupre was talking to me about him
last night, and he did not dream ot his
coming here. Surely he would have
known if the prince were expected."
Colonel Hampton smiled sarcastically. "You will find that your father
occasionally knows more than even
Monsieur
Beaupre, and even on
French questions, I may add," he announced, from a mountain height
"But In one point you are right, my
dear. The prince was not expected
by any one, not even by the great
Chevalier Beaupre. He was exiled
from France, as you may or may not
know, some four and a half months
ago, on account of his attempt on Stras-burand was sent out on the AndroNo one
mede, with sealed orders.
knew his destination until he landed,
In Norfolk.
on the twenty-eightThere" the colonel got up and. walked to the fireplace and stood with his
back to the blaze, and his legs far
apart, masterfully. "There, my" dear,
I have given you a dose of history for
a female mind. How are you going to
amuse your little self today?"
The female mind paid no attention
to the disgression:
Lucy had long
ago, finally if unconsciously, put her
father's personality Into Its right
place.

,

(Continued From Yesterday.)

CHAPTER XXIII.

i
j

The' Prince Comes.
The glittering morning sunlight of
late March flooded the eastern dining- room of Roanoke house. A fire Wan
ted on the hearth; hot dishes steamed
on the table; the girl's face, the crackling fire, the polished silver reflected
from polished mahogany; the soft
shod, solicitous service of a white
aproned negro; all this made tfee
room, fragrant with homeliness In
spite of the fact that one could see
.one's breath in the air.
But they
were used to It the hardy Virginians
of those days of open fires and no fur
naces, of many luxuries and few comforts, and in happy Ignorance of world
progress, they suffered cheerfully and
were strong.
Colonel Henry Hampton faced a portrait of the first Hampton of Roanoke,
stately with brass buttons and silver
Mace, set in the panels seventy-fiv- e
Lucy had ooncluded
years before.
her broiled chicken and bacon and hot
bread, and now as he, late for breakfast always, followed In her wake,
he read the Norfolk and Portsmouth
:Herald with which a colored boy had
that morning ridden out from Norfolk,
eight miles away. It was before the
time of daily papers, except in a large
city or two, and this of once a week
was an event; a boy was sent to Norfolk the day before its publication
that the colonel might have it at the
earliest moment
"How would you like to see a live
wince, Lucy?" he inquired. "The Her- eld states that we have one with us
not ten miles from Roanoke.- Prince
Louis Napoleon was landed from the
Andromede, in Norfolk, only yesterday. Poor vouan man," he went on
cojdescendingly,. 'lie .bns jro jnonov,

Thun-

Prince Louis, in his dingy parlor at
the inn, looked at his visitor from between half-shu-t
eyelids, and measured
him, soul and body. He considered
the Invitation for a silent moment.
This was one of the great men of the
country. The prince had already
heard his name and the name of his
historic home. It was well to have
Influential friends, more particularly
as no letter awaited him as he had
hoped from his uncle, Joseph Bonaparte, with the American Introductions for which he had asked. A visit
of a few days at this place of Roanoke could do no harm and might lead
to good.

"I thank you very much, MonBleor
le Colonel," he said gravely, yet graciously. "You are most good to desire that I visit you. I will do so
with pleasure."
Out they rode through the
d
country, dozing
restfully through Its last winter's nap,
stirring already at the step of lively
April on the threshold. The air was
sharp, and nipped at the prince's fingers and toes, but it was exhilaration
to be across a horse again, and the
heart
exile's spirit the
of steel which failure and misfortune
never broke till it broke forever at
Sedan grew buoyant That "something about the outside of a horse
which 1b good for the Inside of a man"
worked its subtle charm on this finished horseman and horse lover, and
he was gently responsive as the colonel talked fluently on.
"Does It so happen, Monsieur le
Colonel, that there Is In these parts
a Frenchman of of Instruction a
man whom I might use as a secretary?
I shall have need tomorrow to write
letters. Would you know of such a
man, Monsieur le Colonel?"
Nothing pleased Monsieur Id Colonel more than to be master of the sit"Most certainly,' he anuation.
swered blandly and felt that the
prince must notice how no demand
could find Colonel Hampton at a loss.
"Most certainly.
My
daughter's
French master would be the very fellow. He is intelligent and well educated, and what is more, he is a most
ardent adherent of your family, prince
He has talked to Miss Hampton with
such a vehement enthusiasm that, by
the Lord Harry, I believe she expects
to see you fly in with wings, sir I believe she does," and the colonel laughed loudly and heartily. It was as good
a joke as he bad ever made.
And before them, at ' that mo
ment, rose a stately picture. A
large old house, built of dark red brick
brought from England, towered suddenly from out of the bare trees of its
park like a monument of calm hospitality. Its steep roof was set with
dormer windows; its copings and iti
casements were white stone; a white
stone terrace stretched before it Al
one front, as they came, was the car
riage entrance,- and the squares ot a
formal English garden, walled with
box hedges, lay sleeping before the
springtime; at the opposite side a
wide lawn fell to a massive brick wall,
spaced with stone pillars, guarding
the grounds from the flowing of the
James river. Colonel Hampton gazed
at the home of his people and then al
his guest, and he cast the harness oi
his smallnesses and stood out in the
simple and large cordiality which le
the heritage above others of southern
;

wind-whippe-
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LAWMAKING
CANADIAN
BODY
BEGINS ITS SESSIONS IN
OTTAWA TODAY

Ottawa, Ont, Jan. 15. The third
session of Canada's twelfth parliament was formally opened today by
the governor "general, the Duke of
The occasion was markConnaugh-ted with the customary ceremonies
and military displays. In the red
chamber there was an unusually bril
liant attendance of society when Hie
Royal Highness delivered the speech
from the throne.
The prospect is for a busy and interesting session, with the promise
that some of the subjects "to be
brought before the lawmakers will
bring forth spirited debates. Among
Important measures included in the
government program are a redistribution bill baaed upon the last census, an amendment to the insurance
act, a bill respecting the incorpora
tion of trust and loan companies, the
revision ot the merchants' shipping
act, the consolidation of the railway
act, and various important amend
ments to the criminal code and the
civil service act
It is1 among the possibilities that
the naval policy will again be a leading subject of discussion at this ses
sion, since tne navai am Din was
defeated by the senate the government has not disclosed its further
intentions in regards to naval legislation, but it Is generally believed that
the question of Canada's share in the
naval defense of the empire is certain to be. brought up again, prob
ably at an early stage of the session.
The free food poUcy enunciated by
Sir Wilfrid Laurier is likely to be a
In ex
subject of lively discussion.
be
will
the
form
what
subject
actly
brought forward has apparently not
been determined as yet and this will
probably depend upon developments.
The members from the west have
brought with them, a strong demand
from that section that some or tne
barriers to trade in all kinds of
grain and farm produce, with the
United States shall be removed. The
demand will be opposed by many of
the rural members, whs urge that
while protection remains on manufac
tures the farmer Is entitled .to It in
respect of his products.
These conflicting views have led
to the suggestion from some quarters
for a generaf downward revision of
the tariff, and an' increase in BritlBh
preference. While there is believed
to be little likelihood that premier
Borden, will 'turn lis back on the
policy which led him to victory In
the general elections two years ago,
it is considered possible, and even
probable, that he will be willing to
grant sorae concessions on the tariff
question. Some of those who proiess
to have an inkling of the views that
the premier entertains on the subject
to declare that he would
go as far
wheat and wheat prod
to
have
agree
ucts placed on the free list and tne
duties reduced on other grains, bo
that. Canada, may derive as much ad
vantage as possible from the Underwood tariff law. A reduction of the
duties on agricultural implements
miight be offered to placate the far
mers. All ot this, however, is little
better than merV conjecture, for the
has not made known
if any, it would
reductions
what tariff
be willing to make. But it is certain
tvitL miosHnn. whatever form it
takes, will loom large in the session.
,

"Father, is the prince really poor
and alone in this country?"
"Pooi' yes, I fancy I am quite certain, in fact. Alone that depends.
The authorities of Norfolk received
him with some distinction, the Herald
states, but he is putting up at the inn
one would conclude that he was an
invited guest at many of our great
houses."
Lucy flew like a bird across to the
up to eithfireplace. Her hands-wener side of the colonel's face. "Father,
quick! Have Thunder saddled,, and
ride in quick, father and bring the
prince out here to stay with us. Give
the order to Sambo, or I shall,"
Colonel Hampton's eyes widened
with surprise. "Why, but Lucy," he
stammered. "Why but why should
I? What claim have we"
"Oh, nonsense," and Lucy shook her
"Who has more
head Impatiently.
claim? Aren't we Virginians of the
James river princes In our own country, too? Hasn't our family reigned
In Roanoke longer than ever his
Haven't we
reigned in Europe?
enough house room and servants to
make him as comfortable as in a palace? But that isn't the most Impor- people.
tant. It Is a shame to us all, father,
"Your are welcome to Roanoke
that no one has Invited him before, prince," he said.
stathat a strange gentleman of high
tion should have to lodge at an inn.
Why hasn't Cousin George Harrison
asked him to Brandon? And the Carters at Shirley, and the people at
(To be Continued Tomorrow)
Berkeley what do they mean by not
asking him? But we won't let Virginian hospitality be stained. We will 10 CENT "CASCARETS"
ask him. You will ride to Norfolk at
once, wUl you not, father dear?"
The touch on his cheek was pleasSTRAIGHTEN YOU UP
ant to the vain and affectionate man,
but the spirit of the girl's speech, the
suggestion of the courtesy aue from WHEN HEADACHY, BILIOUS, CON
him as a reigning prince, to fcls other
STIPATED, STOMACH SOUR,
prince forlorn and exiled, this was
BREATH BAD
pleasanter. He pursued his lips and
box now;
Get a
smiled down.
Turn the rascals out the headache,
"Out of the mouth of babes," be, remarked, and drew his brows together biliousness, Indigestion, the sick, sour
as if under stress of large machinery stomach and foul, gases turn them
chamberlain's Cough Remedy
out tonight and keep them out with
This remedy has to superior for
coughs and colds. It Is pleasant
Cascarets.
Tt contains no opium or other
Millions ot men and women take a ota
narcotic.
It always cures, ror Bai"
Cascaret now and then and never
by all dealers. Adv.
know the misery caused by a lazy
how's This?
liver, clogged bowels or an upset stom
w nffer nne Hundred Dollars Re
ach.
.
case ot uatarru m
Don't put In another day of distress ward for any
a nirefl bv Hall's Catarrh
Let Cascarets cleanse your stomach;
Cure.
remove the sour, fermenting food;
P T rTTENBY & UU., loieuo, v
known
"Wis tViCk iiri dfirsismed. have
take the excess bile from your liver
and
and carry out fill the iconstipated F. J. Cheney for the last 15 yearsIn all
honorable
nerfectly
Mm
vHcv
waste- matter and poison In the
business transactions ana financial
.
bowels. 'Then you will feel great.
Wn to carrv out any obligations
A Cascaret tonight straightens you maAa hv Ills firm.
out by morning. They work while
TOieuu, "J
A
box from
you sleep
Cure Is taken internalntarrh
t.tiv
any drug store means a clear head Iv acting directly upon the blood and
sweet stomach and clean, healthy liver mucous
surfaces of the system Te
conr free. Price 75 cents
and bowel action for months. Chil
snld bv all druggists.
dren love Cascarets because they
Take Hall's. Family Pills for const!
never gripe or sicken. Adv.
pation. A.d7.
',
He Considered the Invitation for a SiFUND
ENDOWMENT
$3000,000
Colds to be Taken, Seriously
lent Moment.
Pittsburgh, Pa., Jan. 15. A ten
people realize that com
colls should be treatojl promptly.
behind them.
"My little girl, you days' campaign was inaugurated today m
chiUme.sf
I had for the purpose of raisins? a $3,000,000 If Oiere is
have rather a sensible idea.
and
with hoarseness, ticUM throat
overlooked before, that" he cleared endowment In aid of the
the uf-- o
University
promptly
begin
Aaron
black
and
his throat
standing of
and Tar Compound. H
Pittsburgh. Trustees, alumni, stu- Kiev's
tray in hand across tho room, jumped dents and other friends of the
ereetive! Pliant to take, check
univeris
and rolled his eyes "that," he continthe cough which
thc-lservices a ro d and stops
ued, "a man of my importance has du- sity have volunteered
ties of hqsDitaJiti'i evon. toa foreispcr and stron hopes are expressed that vCl rellstanre. O. C. Schaefer and
Adv.
the campaign will be successful.
IUnl Cross Dm btore.
t

'

CHAPTER XIX Francois, as guest of
the "Lovely Lucy,"
HarrytoHampton, on
America to manage Pletro's esgoes
tate In Virginia,
CHAPTER XX Francois wins respeel
and admiration of the aristocratlo southerners. He becomes a favorite in the
boms of the Hamptons.
CHAPTER XXI Lucy Hampton fallt
In love with Francois and pleads witb
bins for the story of Napoleon.

!

U

U
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CHAPTER
I Francois Beau pre,
toAutnt babe ot three
after an
un using Incident in which Marshal Ney
Wgures, Is made a Chevalier of France
the Emperor Napoleon, in the home
mt the lad's
parents in the village of
France, where the emperor had brief-it- r
to
hold a council of war.
stopped
prophesied that the boy might
one day be a marshal ot France under
another Bonaparte.
CHAPTER H At the age of ten Fran-Momeets a stranger who is astonished
jwhen the boy tells him he may one day
a "marshal of France under another
kiapoleoo."
CHAPTER III Francois demonstrates
fttim nerve by climbing a lofty
church
iwteeple. This deed 1b witnessed by the
Kranger whe marvels at the boy's game-a- s
and asks him to visit him at
the Chateau,
CHAPTER TV Francois visits General
'the Baron Oaspard Qourgaud, who with
d
lives
Alixe, bis
of the Empire
t the Chateau. A soldier daughter,
under Napoleon he (Ires the boy's Imagination with stories of his campaigns
"With the emperor.
CHAPTER V Francois' father loses
fcla possessions In a game of chance.
CHAPTER VI The general offers
Francois a home at the Chateau. The
oy refuses to leave his parents, but In
'the end becomes copyist for the general
and learns of the friendship between the
and Marquis Zappl, who campaigned with the General under Napoleon.
CHAPTER

tjuitir' intAauia.t ic.
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"SUBJKIST" Oranges
Scedles-TrRipened

They have that delicious tang or smack that makes you want
more.
Theft juke is richer than wine."
Their sweetness has the delicate, zestful flavor which only
comes to an orange that ripens slowly on its sunny bough, durv
ing warm golden days.
They1 are the finest oranges grown in the world,

Buy Them by the Box
Because they are Healthful, Delicious and the price exceedingly
low.

$3.50 to
25c GOo

Any Size, by the Box
By the Dozen
By the Half Box

Cf.00

Stearns" Store
MAJO

15,

1914.

PROGRAM TONIGHT
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Almost 400 Boxes of the Sweetest, Juicest
ee
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JANUARY

BLANKETS.

ADirect from the Indian Reservations-Lar- ge
ssortment fine colorings unique patterns-a- ll
" f
prices.

These blankets are Genuine Souvenirs of the
Great Southwest and nothing more appropriate
can be purchased for home use or gifts.
Bear this in mind when buying your presents
for the approaching Holidays.

Light automobile lamps
o'clock tills evening.
Try a dram
at the Opera

at 6:40

of Old Taylor Bourbon
'
Bar. Adv.

Fresh fish and oysters just In at
The Bismark. Open all night. Adv,
Mrs. Erie Choate, teacher of vocal
music. Is now established la Miss
Shumate's Studio on the Plaza. Adv.

MUTUAL MOVIES
DfUDGE STREET
"WHAT MIGHT HAVE BEEN" Drama Thanhouser
"THE VETERAN" A two-ree- l
feature drama Broncho.

Its a

Buy It Because

Better Car

the resolutions. Director Maurice
Danzlger, who was present early in
the evening, had left the meeting some
Finch's Golden Weddlnlg Rya, aged
time before the resolutions were
In wood. Direct from the distillery to
brought up.
T
you. At the Lobby,, of course. Adv,
The resolutions are as follows:
I
1
Whereas, the board of directors of
Fully Equipped
S. L. Barker of Beulah this morning
Club
the
Commercial
Las
of
Vegas
II
applied for bounty of $10 on 4 mounhas been informed that tKTrclty cou
tain Hon killed near his ranch eome
cil of the city of Las Vegas has held
time ago. '
no meeting since the second Wednes
day In September, and
Let Us Show You
Isidro Saiz, aged 28, of El Porvenlr,
Whereas, in the belief of the direc
and' Carolina Jaramillo,, aged 18, of
tors, such 'action, or lack of action, is
Saji Ignacio applied for a marriage
a serious detriment to the welfare and
license at the court house tills morn
progress of the city, therefore, be j
ing.
Resolved that the board of directors
I
of the Commercial Clut of Las Vegas,
The local lodge of the Woodmen of
F. O; BLOOD, P. M.
jwmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmtm
comprising the committee on munici
the World held a meeting5 last night
affairs'
do
of
the .organization,
pal
with its sister lodge, The Ladies
unanimously severely and. publicly
Circle, for the installation of officers A HELP DEPARTMENT
censure the members of the city coun
for the coming year. Following the
cil for their failure to perform the
Jefferson Raynolds, President.
installation a banquet was served.
CLUB duties for which they were elected,
FOB
E. D. Raynolds, Vice President.
S. B. Davis, Vice President.
and be it further
HaUot Raynolds, Cashier.
H. Erle'Hoke, Assistant Cashier.
Weather propheta here are of the
Resolved, that the directors of? the
opinion that a snow storm Is due with.- ORGANIZATION
ENDEAVOR Commercial Club of Las Vegas regret
WILL
two
in the next
days. One prophet
TO ASSIST THE DESERVING
to note the lax and unbusinesslike
stated that he could tell by observaUNEMPLOYED
methods
employed by the officials
tiou while others seemed to think
to conduct the affairs of the
sworn
could
smell
or
storm
taste
the
they
At a meeting of the Woman's club municiality.
coming.
yesterday afternoon at the Commer
cial club rooms it was decided that a
HIGHS ARE PRACTICING
January clearance sale. We must
be
should
of
organizof the fact that the Las
department
help
Regardless
raise cash at once. $27.50, $25.00j
' OF
;
ed within the mebership of the club Vegas-SantLAS VEGAS, N. M.
Fe basketball game has
$22.50 and $15.00 suits and overcoats
of
for
the
destitute
tobeen
purpose
a
assisting
until
week
from
postponed
on sale for $11.95, including Adler
Rochester Suits and Overcoats. For people in Las Vegas to obtain work morrow night, the High school teams
Capital, $100,000; Surplus and Undivided Profils, $23,000.
five days only. See us. Taichert's or by rendering whatever other as are practicing hard and will continue
sistance
should
found
be
to
do
so
all
necessary.
the
remainder
of
during
Clothing Store. Actv.
The matter was referred to a commit- this week and throughout next week,
In every department of Banking we
The misfortune that befell two of
The issue of the Santa Fe Employes tee of three, which win call a meeting
prepared to give the best of service
Magazine for this month h.asbeen re in the near future for the purpose of the Santa Fe boys entirely croppies
Mrs.
Schirmer
II.
C.
their team,- thus forcing the postpone
ceived here. It contains numerous ar- organization.
ticles from Las Vegas, including a was elected temporary treasurer of ment. Hewever, the game is assured
rhotograph of Judge H. JU Waldo. The this proposed department, to take care for Friday evening, January 23. The
Las Vegas notes, compiled by Secre- of a fund ,which has been collected tickets "sold for the game tomorrow
flight will be good when the game is
tary Le Noir of the Y. M. C. A. are for charity work.
Mrs. Charles O'Malley and Mrs. Ma played, and the advance sale will
interesting.
bel Hall volunteered their services toLa Sociedad de Amlgos, which. Is ward the arranging of an entertainment for the benefit of charity. Their
an organization oC young
H
?
will give a big poverty offer was accepted by the club. It Is ORS. C
MULLEN
,9
J
gjf :i
ball tomorrow night In the Rosen (understood that the entertainment
thal hall on Railroad avenue. The will be given during the early part of
MOST
DIED THIS U
YOUR MONEY
March.
jOIguin and Phillips orchestra wjll
The club voted $25 for the commit-- !
furnish the music An admission of
50 cents will be charged. Ladies will tee in charge of the
ork of arrang-- ' SHE HAD BEEN A RESIDENT OF
be admitted free.
ing the material for an issue of
LAS VEGAS FOR SEVERAL
Council Fires," . a monthly publica
YEARS
Word was received in Las Vegas tion devoted to the work of woman's
this morning by the officers of the lo- clubs in New Mexico. The twbllca- Following ten years of illness Mrs.
cal order of the Fraternal Brotherhood
je filled with baterial Jessie McMillen, wife of C. A.
of the death of the supreme president concerning Las Vegas, will appear
died this morning at 8:45
of the lodge, James A. Forshay, in within the next two months. The o'clock at her home on the Hot
Los Angeles, Calif., yesterday. Mr. $25 voted yesterday afternoon Is in Springs boulevard. Death was due
Forshay was about 70 years of age, addition to a fund which formerly had to tuberculosis, of which Mrs. Mcand was well known all over the been decided upon tout which had Millen had been a eufferer for many
United States.
proved deficient.
years. . She was 41 years of age.
Mrs. Johanna Vollmer and Mrs. ElMrs. McMillen, nee Jessie Ruch,
Tomorrow Is the last day for auto-- mer E. Veeder were tyected members was born in Illinois August 2, 1872,
mobilt owners to obtain thei green of the club. Toward the close of the and spent her younger days there,
1914 tags, and beginning early Satur
afternoon Mrs. Charles O'Malley de- later moving to Iowa, where ehe reday morning Chief of Police Ben Coles lightfully entertained the club with sided prior to coming to New Mexwill begin making arrests of all those a violin selection, accompanied by ico with her husband. Mr. and Mrs.
McMillen were married in Iowa In
persons who drive cars without tags. Mrs. Mabel Hall.
Several owners, it is said, have not
The meeting adjourned until the 1901 and came to Las Vegas several
obtained their tags, add Saturday next regular session, which,, occur? rears later. During their early resi,,W,.,1ITO
dence here Mr. McMnlen was engagmay, lie a busy day at the city court. two weeks hence.
ed in the real estate business. DurProbate Judge Adela:do Tafoya this
ing the past few;, years he has been
morning discharged Filemino Cres- - COUNCIL CENSURED BY employed by the',!!. O. Coora Lumber company..,
,
pin of San Geronimo as guardian of
Mrs. McMillen. was-- a member of
Doratea Moutoya, a girl aged 16
THE COIIEHCIAL CLUB the First Presbyterian church of
years, and appointed,, Anestaclo Bus-to- s
this city. She was of a kindly disof Chapelle in his place. Crespin
was discharged upon his own request
and had many friends who,
DIRECTORS DECLARE "NO MEET- position
with her relatives, mourn her "death.
having represented to the court that
ING" POLICY IS HURTTNG
Besides her husband Mrs. McMillen
he was unable to make the girl obey
LAS VEuAS
is survived by a son; Milton Jennings
him, and ehe was daily growing more
McMillen, two brothers, W. W. Ruch
Unruly. The girl promised to behave
Resolutions censuring the members of
iEugene, Ore., and C C. Ruch of
nicely in the home of Mr. Bustos, of
'
the city council for their "apparent
who gave $6,200 bond for the faithful
Adair, , la., and three sisters, Mrs.
lack of interest in. the affairs of the Hattie Scaift of
Springfield, 111., Mrs.
discharge of his duties. Judge Ta- -'
were passed unanimous- Edith Sattalee of St Elmo, 111., and
foya told the girl If she did not be- municipality",
have he would have her sent to the ly last night by the board of directors Mrs. J. P. Stover of Palisade, Col.
of the Commercial club. The resolu- Mrs. Stover arrived in Las
reform school at Springer.
Vegas
tions were introduced by Director two week ago and was with Mrs.
Thomas Ross, whq stated that he had McMillen at the time of her death.
been informed that the council had
The funeral services will be held
PRAISES LOCAL BUILDINGS
That the Las Vegas residences and held no meeting since the second Wed- Saturday morning at 10 o'clock from
business houses are equal to or better nesday in September, the regular Oc- the residence on the Boulevard, Rev. would begin February 4 on bills for reports showed much publicity work
tober, November and December meet- Norman Skinner will officiate.
has been done during the year.
regulating stock exchanges.
than those of the average city 6f
0
was the statement yesterday of ings not having occurred and the
WILSON RECEIVES CALLERS
ROAD BOOSTERS MEET
W. C. Kaufman, a prominent architect regular January session, which should
15. Representahave
Jan."
been
BANKER KILLS HIMSELF
last
held
having
night,
Colorado
Washington,
Springs, Colo., Jan. 15.
Charles
emloyed by
H, Schewe and
New York, Jan. 15 Richard
a number of tive Keating of Colorado urged Presi- With about 100 delegates from all
D.
Company, contractors and builders, been postopned because
endent Wilson today to support a con- parts bf Colorado present, the fourth Lankford, a vice president arid secreof Detroit. Mr. Kaufman was In Las the aldermen had stated prior
their attend- gressional inquiry of the CoIoTffnUo annual " convention of the Colorado tary of the Southern railway, cofrfmit-teVegas yesterday on his way to Cali- gagements would prevent
ance.
suicide today by inhaling gas fa
strike, but Mr. Wilson did not say Good Roads association opened here
fornia. He was the guest of A. C.
When Mr. Ross suggested that he what course he would pursue.
today. The feature or the .first ses- his apartments in Brooklyn. He wa3
Erb.
diThe Earl of Kintore and Oscar E. sion was an address by Governor T. soon to have been married to a BrookMr. Kaufmann stated to a local citi- had such resolutions to offer; the
them
at
talked briefly with the presi- M. Amnions, dealing exclusively with lyn society girl.
rectors
Strauss
told
to
present
him
zen that he had made careful note of
Mr. Lankford was 48 years old. On
a large number of the buildings in the (.nice and.they would pass them. Con- dent about the forthcoming celebra- good roads in the slate and thmr reof
In
his
in
tion
Ghent
of
tho
London.
phraseoincluded
Colorado.
treaty
he
to
the
of
lation
Saturday he was to have married Miss
upbuilding
city and found them of unusually good sequently
to
the
naturalist
and
John
Nellie Patterson, go f.Jr as is known
the
"unanimously",
Amnions
logy
Burroughs,
word
Governor
thStvith
predicted
construction. He was pleased with the
All present, former Mayor Brants
Whitlocit
of united work and harmony this year he left no note explaining his act. A
clean, well kept streets. Mr. Kauf- which nobody objected.
Di- Toledo, O., newly appointed minister could
bo made the greatest and most porter employed in the bachelor apartmann is one of the prominent archi- including President Southard and
rectors M. M. Padgett, David J. Lea- to Belgium, also visited the president prosperous the state has ever had seen. ments where he resided noticed, the
tects cf Detroit.
Governor Amnions read the annual' re- odor of gas and forced his way into
hy, Clarence Iden, N. O. Hermann, and paid their respects.
After a conference with the Presi- port of President Curtis, who was ab- Mr. Lankford's rooms. In the bath
Thoma3 Ross, William Sprinprer and
Subscribe for The Optlo.
said hearings sent in New York, and his own. The room lay Lankford's
Charles Creenclay, voted iu favor of dent Senator Owen
oody, unclothed.
ADVERTISED LETTER LIST
Letters remaining uncalled for, for
the week ending January 10, 1914:
Ramon Baca, Miss Cella Baca, Miss
Millet Brown, Mrs. Ernest Beibinger,
Mrs. Frank Baker,, Dr. and Mrs. Chas.
Barney, Mrs. Charles Tyler Bartlett,
Miss Willie Byrd, Miss Jessie Curtis,
Pedro Chaves, Mrs. Catarina M. de
Chaves, Jose N. Garaia, Austin Gill,
Miss Emma Henry, Henry M. LUHs,
Mr. and Mrs. Edward M. Medler, T.
H. Ryan, George M. Slaughter, Juso
tin J. Snow, Miguel Swobacher,
Velarde, Mrs. Jennie M. Wll
liams.
When calling for the above letters
please ask for "advertised letters."
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Cars on Display at Our Garage
v

La-zar-

The Las Vegas Ford Sales Co.
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FIRST RATIONAL BANK
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CHARLES

ILFELD COMPANY

New Mexico Largest Wholesalers

interest Paid cn

Spanish-American-
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HIRE
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HEAT FOR

can now furnish automobiles for
hire at a.ny time needed. The best of
I

service with reasonable prices.

H. B. HUBBAi
Aent Overland

s,

SWASTIKA COAL
WHOLESALE AND RETAIL

THE OLD RELIABLE

Automobiles

BAIN

AS BREAD IS THE STAFF OF

LIFE

i OlftnumMiHi"

"

1

j
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WAGON

,.I.,.JI,

the better the bread the
stronger the staff. To obtain the" best bread you
must use the best flour
and that 'is undoubtedly
Ask
Our Pride brand.
it
tried
has
one
who
any
or better yet order a sack
and try it yourself.
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Timo Deposits

LAS VEGAS ROLLER MILL
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Gross, Kelly & Co.
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FRESH EVAPORATED FEUITS
Apricots

Peaches
Pears
Prunes
Loganberries
Currants
'

Majes'lc brand Apples
Figs and Dates

u DOTBD

10,-00-

d

Raisins

TOE 0IM1F

Sole Agents

CO. STORE

